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by John Schwirian
Risking sounding too much like Andy
Rooney, I have to say that I just don't understand
the direction the comic book industry is taking
these days. In my opinion, the publishers
(referring
primarily
to
Marvel and DC), seem to be
going out of their way to
offend and drive away their
readers. Story lines run for
far too many issues, making
it difficult to track what is
happening in a particular title
over
the
long
haul.
Whatever happened to good
old single issue tales? Why
can't we have stories that
start and end in 22 pages or
less? Is that too much to
ask? Does that impact the
ability to collect a series into
a trade paperback? Would it
hurt the sales of a trade
paperback if it had six
independent
stories
as
opposed to a six-issue storyline?
It feels like too much effort is going into
marketing the books rather than focusing on
good story telling. Gimmicks like variant covers
and multi-series crossover events may
temporarily boost sales, but readers drop the title
unless they really enjoy the feature characters
and the story and art. Lately, it feels like more
emphasis is placed on touched up fancy
computerized art where the rich coloring effects
often cover up lower quality pencils. Perhaps a
little less effort should be spent on the packaging
and more energy spent on improving the quality
of the overall product should be considered.
My other big complaint is that comics today
focus too much on death. A quick way to boost
sales is to boast of the death of a major
character. I fail to see the point in this anymore,
when major and minor characters seem to die
every other month. Death has lost its meaning
and impact. Way back when, the death of a

character was a major event, one that rocked the
series and was felt for years afterward in the
book. The death of Bucky served as a major
motivator and guilt trip for Captain America.
Same goes for Gwen Stacy in
Amazing Spider-Man (an event
that has since lost all meaning
thanks to clones and the
resurrection of Norman Osborn).
The murder of Aquababy (Arthur
Jr.) continues to shake up Aquaman
and family.
Now when a death is uncertain,
like Doctor Doom vanishing in an
explosion, we expect that a good
writer will find a way to explain
how the character cheated the grim
reaper. But when a writer goes to
great length to provide a
meaningful death, where the corpse
is shown and a funeral follows, that
death should be respected and left
alone. No resurrections. PERIOD.
A new character can assume the
name and costume, but don't
cheapen the history of a character with a lame
rebirth. Former Robin Jason Todd is just one
example of a character that died a meaningful
death that returned in an unimaginative way and
undid a major turning point in the DC Universe.
Now I must admit to not minding the
manner in which Marvel revived Bucky. While
I would prefer that he stayed among the dead, at
least they took the effort to develop a plausible
explanation as to why he was still alive.
However, the entire Skrull invasion event did
little to help the dead / not dead problem. And
then there is the Blackest Night! DC is killing
classic characters off right and left. True death hearts ripped right out of their chests - but we all
know that so many important characters can't
stay dead. The series will end with a magic reset
button that not only resurrects those killed
during this mini-series, but any character ever
killed in the history of the DC universe that they
might want to use again.
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#5. The Filmation history was just
outstanding, John! Now , I
need to look for some
DVDs. Also, Tegan's 10
favorite covers.

Sigh.
I guess I'm getting too
old and crotchety, but as
Charlie Brown might say, I
just don't get it.

Hi , John!

#6. Even more Chuck
Dill! Also , the history of
Aqualad through past back
issues. Great stuff!

I'm sorry this is so
long in coming, but I
wanted to savor all 18
issues of The Aquaman
Chronicles you sent me
before commenting!

#7. I enjoyed
crossover article.

the

#8. The Ken Hooper
interview.

I have to say this is
by far the best produced
fanzine out there I've ever read. Plus, it
doesn't hurt that Aquaman is one of my
three favorite DC characters. I just wish
there was more than the 18 issues so far!
Yes, I am being greedy here! It must take a
long time for you to produce each issue in
between everyday life, and I really do
appreciate all the effort, John! Way to go!

#9. I really enjoyed the
Elseworlds and Alternate Future articles .
#10. 80-page giant! Wow! The Don
Newton retrospective. A talented artist who
definitely passed away at too young an age.
Very sad.
#11. The comics package sent to the Sgt.
overseas. Great stuff again. My family and
the others from church have sent over stuff
to our Canadian boys and girls, but never
comics! What a nifty little idea!

Here is a quick rundown of what I most
enjoyed in each of the first 18 issues!
#1. I really enjoyed the checklist of
Aquamans' appearances. Now I know what I
need, especially the golden age issues. Also,
the first installment of the Golden Age
reviews, since I need these issues!

#12. On the trail of Serum X. This made
me dig out my back issues and reread the
story .
#13. More Chuck Dill! His talks with his
kids made me laugh! Also, the Aquaman
board game. I'm going to have to track this
one down through ebay!

#2. Collectibles corner, wow! I never
knew there were so many action figures.
Also, the Jim Calafiore interview.
#3. Chuck Dills' personal remembrances.
I always love reading about other people's
childhood comics collecting memories.

#14. The photo cover was just great!
Also, Russell Burbage's Ramblings and the
Mercy Reef TV feature. Too bad it never
made it into a series.

#4. More Chuck Dill! Also, I really
enjoyed the many deaths of Aquaman!

#15. John, your personal remembrances
from childhood was great! Even more from
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Russell Burbage. I had those calendars back
in the day also, and wish I still had them but,
like a dumb kid, threw them out once the
year was over! D'oh!

Thanks for all the kind words,
Chris. I especially appreciate that
you pointed out the great work done
by Chuck Dill, Tegan, and Russell
Burbage.
Their editorials and
recollections, along with the many
fantastic contributions by Rick
Duncan help to make this fanzine more
than just a personal indulgence on my
part. They help provide variety and
spice to The Aquaman Chronicles.

#16. Square bound color cover , very
neat! Boy, what can I say about the great
Steve Skeates? Just a great read. My favorite
issue by far up to this point !
#17. Another masterpiece of a cover!
Absolutely loved all the Aquaman covers on
your cover!!!! I loved the Story Behind the
Stories recaps! Superb! Just loved Mr.
Skeates' remembrances of those bygone
days . This issue even tops last issue .
#18. Remembering Jim Aparo! He was
the one I grew up on in the late 60s on
Aquaman, so this was great. All of my
friends who collected comics back then just
loved Jim's art, and rightfully so. And his
checklist is much appreciated. Also, Russell
Burbage's 10 greatest JLA adventures.

I also need to acknowledge the
support and aide provided by Rob
Kelly and Tegan in the area of
research. While the readers do not
see it, Rob and Tegan have put me in
touch with a ton of comic book
writers and artists, and they both do
a great deal to advertise the
Chronicles on their web sites. Be sure
to check out The Unofficial Aquaman
WebSite and The Aquaman Shrine
for more great Aquaman lore!

I know I've rambled on and on, but the
way I look at it is, if you can devote all that
time into putting out this wonderful fanzine,
the least I can do is write to you a little
something about what I enjoyed the most
about each issue!
Even though I only mentioned my
favorites of each issue, I read every word in
all 18 issues, John! This has truly been a
labor of love on your part! Well done! I
hope you never lose your enthusiasm for
putting out this fanzine of yours! I can't wait
to read #19!
A fan of yours for life ,
Chris Elliott
Canada
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Only twelve surveys ever made it to my
mailbox, and those were from the more vocal
readers whose opinions I all ready knew.
However, the feedback the twelve provided
has been quite informative, and I am still
weighing the data in my mind as to how it
should affect future issues of the Aquaman
Chronicles.
Meanwhile, as I hedge and haw over what to
do, here is a summary of the results for all to
see.

Back in the spring of 2009, about one year
ago, I thought I'd try to find out more about what
the readers wanted from the Aquaman
Chronicles. And so I sent out self addressed
stamped envelopes and surveys to the majority
of my subscribers. I didn't expect to receive all
of them back, but I did hope for the majority to
return.
Let's just say I'm mildly disappointed.

1. Who is your favorite Aquaman artist of all time?

2. Who is your favorite all-time Aquaman writer?

Jim Aparo won with five votes.

Steve Skeates conquered all with five votes.

Nick Cardy came in second with two nominations.
Other artists named were:
Ramona Fradon, Dick Giordano, Jim Calafiore, Jose
Luis Garcia Lopez, and Dick Dillin.
YOU REALLY DO
LIKE MY
AQUAMAN ART?

Paul Levitz and Peter David had two votes each.
Neal Pozner, John Arcudi, Paul Kupperberg,
JM DeMatteis, Dan Jurgens, and Will Pfeifer
were also nominated.
(some people voted for more than one writer)
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3. What writer/artist team would you like to see do a new Aquaman monthly series?
Geoff John with anybody
Geoff Johns with Amanda Conner or Nicola Scott
Geoff Johns and Phil Jimenez
Geoff Johns and George Perez
Mark Waid with George Perez
John Ostrander with Darick Robertson
James Robinson with Alex Ross or Adam Hughes
Alex Ross and Jim Lee
Howard Chaykin and Shane Davis
Alan Moore and John Romita, Jr.
Will Pfeifer and Ethan Van Sciver
Darwin Cooke
Someone with good ideas and classic art

4. Which Aquaman look do you prefer?

5. Who is your favorite Aquaman villain?
Black Manta
10 votes

The classic orange and green crushed the
opposition with eleven votes.
The hook and beard snuck in with one vote.
Apparently, the water hand is universally hated no
matter what costume is worn with it.
IN YOUR
FACE WATER
HAND!

I WIN!!
BWAH HA
HA HA HA
HA HA HA
HA!!
Ocean Master
and the
Shark (Karshon)
1 vote each

6. Which old Aquafoe would you most like to see
revived?

7. Which old Aquafoe would prefer to
NEVER see again?

Ocean Master and the Fisherman tied - 3 votes each

Charybdis/Piranha Man - 3 votes

Scavenger had 2 votes

Captain Demo, QWSP, the Human Flying
Fish, Thanatos, the Thirst, and the Torpedo
each received one vote, as did (believe it or
not) ERIK LARSEN!!!

Black Jack, Kordax, OGRE, Thanatos, and the
Torpedo got one vote each.
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8. Would you like to see Aquaman as a member
of the Justice League?

10. Would you like to see a companion
Aquaman Chronicles web-site?

Eleven voted for Aquaman to return to the
Justice League. The JLA should be the all-stars
of the DC Universe. Aquaman deserves the
exposure. Besides, we like to see him work with
other heroes.

11 - Yes
1 - I don't care.

One person voted that he should not be on the
team as the writers do not know how to properly
utilize him and he just comes off looking bad.

11. Would you like to see the Chronicles go
paperless (web-site only)?
Nine said NO! I like having a paper copy.
One voted for yes, believing that the cost of
postage is killing me (thank you, you are too kind).
Two votes were for me to do whatever is easiest
for me.
Personally, writing, producing, and printing the
Chronicles is a labor of love, and I don't let
the cost stop me. Plus, I am barely computer
literate, and am still trying to figure out how
to set up a web-site at low cost.

9. Do you collect action figures? If yes, what is
your favorite figure?
Four people do not collect action figures.
The remaining eight people who do collect
action figures listed the following as their
favorites.
MEGO 8" Aquaman
Kenners Super Powers Aquaman
Hasbro Silver Age Aquaman (1999)
Prototype 12" Mattel DCU Aquaman
DC Direct Aquaman Statue
DC Direct Aquaman Water Globe
DC Direct Alex Ross Aquaman
Mattel DC Classics Wave 2 Aquaman
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12. What features do you like best in the Chronicles?
Eight votes came in for interviews (so expect more of those).
Four votes for Current Events (gotta stay topical).
Four votes for Bring On The Aquafoes (I wonder how they'll like the upcoming Aquafoes special?)
Three votes said LOVE the covers.
Three votes for more original art.
Three votes for Collectibles Corner.
Two votes for Into the Aquaverse (and neither came from Rick Duncan).
Two votes for the history of Aquaman (reviews of past comics).
Two votes for Who's Who in the Aquafamily.
One vote for checklists.
And one vote for the Golden Age/Atom Age reviews.

13. What features do you like least in the Chronicles?
Three people said that there is NOTHING that they do not like about the Aquaman Chronicles.
Three voted down the Golden Age/Atom Age reviews. (Bet they'll hate next issue).
Bring on the Aquafoes, Collectibles Corner, Cartoon reviews, and Who's Who in the Aquafamily (when it
deals with characters not directly in the Aquacast) each received a NAY!!
And one person stated that it is not enjoyable when I stray too far afield from Aquaman.
(I wish there were specific examples, because I thought I only reported Aquaman-centric stuff in here).

14. What would you change about the Aquaman Chronicles?
Three voices cried out "MORE COLOR!" (Unfortunately, too expensive. Color is 6x the cost of B&W)
Two asked for more silver age topics. (Coming soon)
Two requested more from Rob Kelly and other fan contributors (submit more Chuck and crew!)
One request for more games and quizzes (are ya listening, Rick?)
One suggestion for a more regular publishing schedule. (Oy! I try to get this thing out four times a year, but
being a mostly one man operation slows things down, especially when job and family get in the way.)
One person asked for more modern age Aquaman material. (How's this issue?)
One suggestion for consistent use of a two column format. (Will do from now on.)
One request for more Lori Lemaris and the Little Mermaid. (Which kinda goes against not straying too far
afield from the Aqua-center, but I do have plans for them.)
One person stated that I should stick to one consistent color for paper stock. (????)
And finally, one person asked for a feature for fans to express why they love Aquaman.

Of course, I am ALWAYS open for submissions. Anything you'd like to see in print in
the Chronicles, send it along! I very seldom turn anything down (I may delay printing
it until I hit a certain themed issue - but I will run it). So go ahead, tell me why you
like Aquaman, why don't you? I triple dog dare ya!
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MARESHFIN

_________
KRASH

_____
CAGNERVES

_________
LASTTAIN

________
BANKATCALM

_____ _____

What did the shark say when asked about scuba divers?

"They _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _!"
PLONHID

_______
SAWLUR

______
POORTED

_______
How the other surfers felt when Aqualad took
first place.

___ ___
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by John Schwirian
WOW! What a crazy year 2009 was! I decided to make this a landmark year
and hit as many major comic book conventions as I could afford. I bought my
memberships and set aside hotel fees, etc. during the fall of 2008, and it was good
that I did, as I lost my job in June and would not have gone otherwise. Calling this
my personal Con Quest, I set out to meet, greet, and befriend as many comic book
professionals as possible, dig up whatever news regarding Aquaman I could, set up
interviews, commission original art, and hunt down Geoff Johns and Dan Didio for

some definitive answers about the future
of Arthur Curry and crew.
I began my mission in New York, NY,
at the fourth annual New York Comic Con
on February 4-6. I stayed across the river at
my good friend John Workman's house in
New Jersey, and traveled via bus to the
show each day. John Workman is a legend
in the comic's industry, but is not well
recognized by fans. Working mainly in
production doing lettering, emergency
inking and touch-ups, and any other art
related job needed to finish an issue,
Workman is a behind the scenes kind of
guy, helping others to make their art the best
it can be. Also, Aquaman fans can note that
he lettered Aquaman #55, 58-75 (19992001) and drew the Who's Who in the DC
Universe page for Mera in Who's Who #15
(May 1986).

Living Legend,
and my host for
the weekend,
John Workman!

As my host, John regaled me with
hundreds of great stories about DC in the
seventies, about life as art director at Heavy
Metal Magazine (and the making of the
movie), and tales about various men and
women in the industry.
Arriving early each day at the Javitz
Center, John and I would start at the Archie
Comics booth and then split up, regrouping
only for lunch and dinner. At the Archie
booth, I met John's hometown friend Bob
Smith, a long time inker at DC and Archie,
whom you might recognize from inking
Ramona Fradon on Plastic Man (written by
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Steve Skeates) and the Super Friends in the
70s. After learning of top secret wedding
plans for Archie Andrews, I moved on to
artists' alley in search of prey.
As I toured the floor to get the lay of
the land, I ran into Aquaman Chronicles
subscriber Vince Bartilucci near Alex
Saviuk's table.
I enjoy meeting my
subscribers and look for you guys and gals
at every con, even though I have NO idea
what you look like! I'll always be in an
orange shirt or an Aquaman shirt. Vince
clued me in that Aquaman Shriner Rob
Kelly was there as well, but we never
managed to bump heads. Sigh.

Many an old favorite was on hand for
autographs and sketches. As always, I made
a point of visiting long time Chronicles
supporters Jim Calafiore and Mark Waid.
Walt Simonson was on hand to dazzle us
with wit and humor. I spent hours talking to
the talented First Lady of Aqualand,
Ramona Fradon, and bought several new
pieces of art from her for my collection (you
can see them in the Golden Age special).
Then I found Michael Golden. Grrrr. I
adored Mr. Golden's work in the late 70s
and early 80s at Marvel Comics, and
bought almost every book he drew a cover
or interiors for during that time. So when I
saw him in June 2008 at the Heroes
Convention in Charlotte, NC, I gladly
shelled out $100 to commission an original
Michael Golden sketch of Acroyear from the
Micronauts. However, Mr. Golden was
unable to get to my sketch by the end of the
con, but his agent promised to send it to me
soon and took my email information. As of
this point, I still had not heard from them, so
I pulled out my receipt and asked for a status
update. They apologized and promised to
deliver by the end of Sunday or sooner.
More on this later.
Television's
Batgirl
prepares to
take on
Legion of
Doomster
Black Manta!

Vince Bartilucci tries to sneak off
with Rob Kelly's Aquaman comic.
photo courtesy of Rob Kelly

After a long talk with Alex Saviuk, I
commissioned a sketch and prepared to
move on, when lo and behold! That vile
scoundrel Black Manta himself came
strolling down the aisle! Proudly displaying
the shredded remains of one of Aquaman's
shirts on his spear, the arch-villain laughed a
mechanical laugh and sneered at my choice
in t-shirts. I quickly snapped a photo and
high tailed it out of there as Batgirl moved
in to confront the fiend.
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As the weekend progressed, I attended
several panels about upcoming DC events,
especially focusing on news about Final Crisis
and any word on the fate of the liquified
Aquaman or his sword in hand successor.
Blackest Night was still hush-hush at this point
and all the buzz was about Grant Morrison. Dan
Didio hosted one panel, and quickly dismissed
any questions about the Sea King, only saying
that Aquaman would always be a part of the DC
Universe in some fashion. I should have
checked to see if his nose was growing!
I spoke to several surviving artists from the
golden age hoping to commission a mock cover
of More Fun Comics as it might have looked
had Aquaman been used as the feature character.
Only one person was interested, Irwin Hasen,
1940s Green Lantern artist and co-creator of
Wildcat. He gladly took on the project and
things looked promising for a fabulous Golden
Age special cover. More on that later as well.
I sat with Bob McLeod for a while,
discussing his comic art magazine Rough Stuff
and the Aquaman Chronicles. He suggested an
awesome idea for the upcoming Aquafoes
special that I just had to pursue! Instead of the
usual pin-up style page with one or two
characters, why not do a Hollywood Squares
style layout with multiple characters, each by a
different artist. He even started the project for
me by illustrating the first two squares! I
quickly dashed over to Ramona Fradon for the
next block, and then got Jim Calafiore to do
another. Four square at this show, more to come
later.
I also took the opportunity to visit with the
legendary Neal Adams, and thanked him for all
of his help with the article I wrote about the
Teen Titans for Back Issue Magazine. He was
extremely gracious and we talked for over an
hour about politics in comics then and now, as
well as a wide range of other topics. Wish I had
$600 to get an original Aquaman sketch from
him!
And lest you think I was slacking, I did
indeed investigate updates on the collectibles
front. I personally purchased the Tonner
Aquaman doll and the second Tonner Mera at
the show. Most of the news on this front was
published in Aquaman Chronicles #18, so I
won't repeat it here.

The man,
the myth,
the legend:
Neal Adams!!!

Aren't they purty?
The exquisite
Aquaman and Mera
dolls from the Tonner
collection.
(I felt a little odd at
this booth, as I was
the only guy there
taking pictures and
ogling the dolls - not
that there is anything
wrong with that!).
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me up with fellow Aquaman fan and writer of
the Black Lightning mini-series Jan Van Meter!
I didn't have a camera at this show, or else
you'd now be looking at photos of Dick
Giordano, Nick Cardy, Dan Jurgens, Jeff Katz,
Jim Calafiore, Todd DeZago, Ethan Van Sciver,
Guy Davis, Jan Van Meter, Jamaal Igle, and Roy
Thomas. However, I can show you the sketches
Dan Jurgens, Jeff Katz, and Guy Davis did. You
can also see the great Aquagirl sketch done by
Jamaal Igle in the Who's Who department of this
same issue! Ethan Van Sciver provided a
gruesome Aqua-zombie sketch (which serves as
this issue's cover) and assured us that Aquaman
will be back in all his glory following Blackest
Night.
Jan Van Meter and I discussed possible
ideas for an Aquaman mini-series (a kind of
Year One take on our hero) and offered to help
with it. Unfortunately, no one at DC is biting at
ANYTHING with Aquaman's name attached.
More on THAT later.
The convention served as a reunion
ceremony for Steve Skeates as he served on
several panels, including one on Charlton
Comics with Dick Giordano, Roy Thomas, and
Joe Staton. He later enjoyed a brief visit with
Aquaman alums Dick Giordano and Nick Cardy,
which I captured on film with a borrowed
camera (thanks Cathy W!).

Well, Michael Golden failed to deliver my
Acroyear sketch, but PROMISED to have it
ready by the next show I would attend - the
Heroes Convention in Charlotte, NC.
I really enjoy the Heroes Con, as I get a
backstage pass there.
I work at the
TwoMorrows booth with my good friend Eric
Nolen-Weathington (ever read any of his
Modern Masters series?) and the pros come to
me!!! The weekend of June 19-21 was even
more special as I shared my hotel room with
none other than (drum roll please) .... STEVE
SKEATES!
After a bit of confusion at the hotel locating
Steve and getting him settled, we headed over to
the show to set up our tables.
Almost
immediately, Brian Bendis came over to say
hello as his table was directly opposite ours. I
won't bore you by listing the names of the many
celebrities who visited the TwoMorrows table,
but I will say that I felt like a real player in the
comics world that weekend (thanks Eric)!
John and Cathy Workman were there as
were many members of the TwoMorrows staff.
I spent time with the illustrious Joe Staton
Friday and Saturday evening, and he even
contributed a square to the Aquafoes art page!!
An Aquaman Chronicles subscriber (whose
name now escapes me), stopped by and hooked

Aquateam Supreme
Steve, Dick, and Nick
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In addition to Joe Staton, Dick Giordano,
Nick Cardy, and Jamaal Igle also contributed to
the Aquafoes project. Irwin Hasen delivered his
More Fun mock-up cover, and I must admit to
being very disappointed, especially considering
how much he charged for the thing! Well, look
below and judge for yourself.
And speaking of disappointments, even
though it had been a year to the day since I paid
him for the Acroyear sketch, Michael Golden
still failed to produce!! Double grrrrr.

AQUAMAN
by

Dan Jurgens

BOOSTER GOLD
by

Jeff Katz

ABE SAPIENS

Now how much would you pay?

from BPRD

A disappointing collage by Irwin Hasen.
More Fun #54?
Aquaman didn't appear until #73!
What did Hasen do with all
the reference material I gave him?

by

Guy Davis
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Bastards. The convention has turned
into a media event, not a comic show.
Artist's Alley was crammed into a tiny
corner, and the small press were
virtually invisible in the back
sandwiched between toys and video
games.
All the big publishers were there,
but were scattered across the floor in a
seemingly random pattern, forcing you to fight
your way past action figure collectors and movie
buffs to get to the publisher of your choice.
Most of the writers and artists were sketching
and signing at the different publisher booths, but
there was no master schedule telling you when
and where to find anybody!
There were a few comic book dealers
hiding at the far end of the floor, but they were
mostly the high priced rare gold and silver age
dealers. This clearly was not for someone
looking to fill holes in their collection!
This show left me feeling tired and grouchy
at the end of each day. I had little to show for
my time spent fighting the masses other than
bruises and a sweat soaked shirt. I think I got
less accomplished in this five day weekend than
I did at any of the three or two day shows I
attended at any other point in the year.
I did get to test out my new digital camera,
so check out the shots on the next few pages of
people like Ramona Fradon, Norm Rapmund,
Dan Jurgens, Mark Waid, Todd Nauck, Franco
Aureliani and Art Baltazar, and the Bongo
Comics crew. I also snapped a few shots of
some cool Aquaman collectibles as well. Check
'em out.

Let me say it now and forever hold
my peace - I will never go to another San
Diego Comic Con again! As much as I
love the city of San Diego, CA, the
convention itself was a nightmare!
Overcrowded to the point of suffocation,
I'm amazed no one was trampled or
crushed that week! Lines were so long that they
would be cut off and tickets given for the next
day! And forget attending any panels unless you
were willing to get in line six or seven HOURS
ahead of time. I managed to hit three panels the
first day and then could not get near any others
the rest of the weekend. Communications
among the people working the show were poor,
as no one knew where to send me when I arrived
on Wednesday to help set up the TwoMorrows
booth. By the time I got my badge and made it
inside, the show had started.
Wednesday night, people who had four day
passes were admitted for a special preview
night. The crowd was thicker that night than at
any other time during the weekend. I literally
spent four hours just trying to get down the
central aisle in an effort to get midway across
the showroom floor. And heaven help you if
you wanted any of the show exclusives. I gave
up on that almost immediately.
The show seems to have forgotten that it is
about comic books. The first half of the show
floor was completely devoted to video games,
action figures, movies, television shows, and
other merchandise - most of which had a
tangential at best connection to comics. The
movie Twilight was one of the major events
emphasized there, as was the film Inglorious

This Fox Trot strip, printed the Sunday before the San Diego con, gets one in the mood for the show!
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Clockwise from top:
Dan Jurgens
at the DC booth,
the TwoMorrows booth,
Ramona Fradon
in Artists Alley,
Franco and Baltazar
create another
Tiny Titans sketch
for me at the DC booth,
and the inevitable
Mark Waid
promoting
Boom! Studios.
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I had my best luck in Artist
Alley. Here, I encountered Todd
Nauck (seen here displaying the
sketch he did for me of Finhead from
his Wildguard mini-series). Marvel
is currently keeping Todd very busy,
but he hopes to get another Wildguard
series done in the not so distant future.
He also talked about how much he
enjoyed working with Peter David on
Young Justice and on Teen Titans
Go, the comic book based on the
Cartoon Network animated Teen
Titans show.

You should remember the talented Mr. Norm
Rapmund from his years inking Eric Battle and
Steve Epting on the previous Aquaman series.
Currently, he is inking Dan Jurgens pencils on
Booster Gold. Here you see him sketching
Aquaman for my private gallery.

And let me not forget the crew at Bongo
Comics, Batton Lash, Bill Morrison, Andrew
Pepoy, and Art Villanueva. Bill drew a nice head
shot of Captain Squid from the Superior Squad in
Radioactive Man comics. I argued in favor of a
Captain Squid one-shot, which to my surprise, the
crew was in favor of. However, they said that the
publisher shied away from anything that did not
have the Simpsons in the title.
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I did manage to sneak into the Blackest
Night panel with Geoff Johns and Eddie
Berganza (the editor who currently holds the
keys to Aquaman). For the skinny on this panel,
go directly to the Blackest Night feature several
pages hence.
I also attended a couple of panels on how to
break into the comic book industry. One was on
how to network, hosted by Andrew Pepoy.
While the discussion was informative, I've
already mastered this stage. My problem is
getting to the next level, actually getting
published by a real company!
And while I knew he was there, I was
completely unable to locate good buddy Jim
Calafiore, whose table eluded me somewhere
back by the independent press gang.

The amazing Stan
Freberg was there and
he autographed the
record album jacket
from my 1963 copy of

THE BEST OF
STAN FREBERG

There were a lot of Aquaman toys on
display, including the Batman: Brave and the
Bold figures (all now available in stores). The
Mattel booth also had the DC Universe
Aquaman figures (all three variations) and the
animated Justice League Unlimited figures for
Devil Ray and the classic look Aquaman. DC
Direct had a huge display of goodies, including
the Aquaman and Mera busts, the DC Dynamics
Aquaman statue, the History of the DC Universe
Aquaman and Ocean Master figures, and the
Blammoids squatty Aquaman toy.
The latest word is
that Mattel's Justice
League Unlimited
classic Aquaman
figure will be redone
without the beard
and long hair, looking
more like the Super
Friends Aquaman.
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Oh, and lest I forget, Michael Golden was
in attendance. Once again, he did NOT have my
sketch in hand but, again, promised to have it by
the end of the show. I didn't hold my breath
waiting.
Saturday night, Eric Nolen-Weathington
and I had dinner with Mike Manley (Darkhawk,
Draw! Magazine), Jamar Nicholas (Detective
Boogaloo: Hip Hop Cop), Scott Cohn (Big
Book of Urban Legends), Scott Neely (Scooby
Doo and Cartoon Network properties), and
Ricardo Villagran (Aquaman: Sword of
Atlantis). After goofing around for several
hours in the restaurant, we headed to the hotel
where the Harvey Awards were being held.
Mike Manley had been nominated for an award,
so we all went in support, only to be
disappointed. However, surprise surprise, my
good friend John Workman won a Harvey for
best letterer for his work on Marvel 1985. I had
invited John and his wife Cathy to come down

Rounding out my convention circuit was
the Baltimore Comic-Con (in Baltimore,
Maryland, hon!). There is no way I am going to
miss a show in my home town, especially one
that just keeps getting better every year.
As in previous years, I helped operate the
TwoMorrows booth with Eric NolenWeathington. It was a star studded show and I
spent all my free time chasing down creators.
Over the course of the weekend, I spoke with
J.M. DeMatteis, Steve Englehart, Len Wein, Joe
Kubert, Bernie Wrightson, Erik Larsen, George
Perez, Neal Adams, Ron Wilson, and Alex
Saviuk. I also obtained sketches from Erik
Larsen, Alex Saviuk, and Walt Simonson for the
Aquafoes Project. Old friends of the Aquaman
Chronicles Mark Waid and Jim Calafiore were
there as well. And there were oh so many more
talented people there that I just never got a
chance to get to, but hope to next year with any
luck.

From left to right:
Jackelyn Rumpy Maloney, Ricardo Villagran, Eric Nolen-Weathington, me,
Mike Manley, Jamar Nicholas, Scott Cohn, and Scott Neely.
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and stay at my house, but things just didn't work
out and they couldn't make it. Besides, John
said he'd been nominated for awards before, and
he was sure he
wouldn't win.
I
nearly fell out of my
seat laughing when
John was announced
as the winner and
raced into the lobby
to call him and give
him the news. The
organizers
allowed
me to take possession
of the award, which I
proudly held in the
"high security vault"
in my Aquacave for
months afterward. I
finally turned it over
to John at his annual
New Year's party.

Thus ended my Con Quest for 2009. In
2010, I kicked the year off at the Workman's
New Year's party with Walt Simonson, Frank
Thorne, Brian Budiak, and Bob Pinaha.

Later this year, I hope to make it to Heroes
Con again in Charlotte, NC and the Baltimore
show, as well as hitting the Mid-Ohio Con for
the first time (look out Rick and Russell). And
if at all possible, New York New York!

Above: John Workman's Harvey award.
Below: The long awaited Acroyear sketch by Michael
Golden

And lo and behold! I couldn't believe it!
Michael Golden FINALLY came through with
my Acroyear sketch.

You too can write about your convention experiences and share photos and art here in the
pages of The Aquaman Chronicles!
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George Tuska
April 26, 1916 – October 15, 2009

Readers of the Aquaman Chronicles are no strangers to
the work of George Tuska. His art has graced the covers of
two issues, and he has done several sketches for my private
collection. He was a kind and gracious man, always taking the
time to talk to his fans and show his appreciation for their
love of his work. I always enjoyed talking to George and his
wife, and will miss them on the comic book convention floor.
A young George Tuska first became
interested in art from looking at his brother's
pulp magazines. When he was eight years
old, Tuska was hospitalized for an appendix
operation. While there, he met an elderly
bed-ridden man who showed Tuska how to
draw cowboys, Indians, and Uncle Sam.
Fascinated, Tuska took up drawing and
never stopped.
Tuska aspired to be an illustrator,
producing the kind of artwork seen in the
magazines of the day, but never achieved
that goal. His first art job was designing
costume jewelry while attending art school
in New York. Shortly thereafter, he was
hired by Eisner-Iger Studios where he drew
stories for Fox and Quality Comics.
In 1939, unable to tolerate Iger's attitude,
Tuska left Eisner-Iger for the friendlier
atmosphere at Harry "A" Chesler's studio.
There, he penciled for Fawcett, Fox,
Quality, and Street & Smith as well as for
Chesler's comics. In 1940, he joined the
Bullpen at Fiction House and stayed there
until 1946.
In 1942, he was drafted and served in the
military for one year drawing battle plans.
He was discharged in 1943 because he had
nerve damage in one ear.

From 1946 to 1955, he worked for a
wide variety of publishers, illustrating a fair
share of Lev Gleason's Crime Does Not Pay
during this time. In 1950, he seemed to find
a home at Marvel Comics drawing
Westerns until publisher Martin Goodman
was forced to let most of the staff go in
1954.

To read more about the life and art of George
Tuska, pick up THE ART OF GEORGE TUSKA
by TwoMorrows Publishing.
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While looking for a new steady source
of income, Tuska was approached by the
Associated Press and offered a job writing
and drawing the adventures of airman
Scorchy Smith.
In 1959, National
Newspaper Syndicate lured Tuska away
from Scorchy Smith by giving him Buck
Rogers. Working on Buck Rogers earned
Tuska a small degree of fame, resulting in
his being invited to celebrity golf
tournaments and to several NASA events.
He stayed with the daily newspaper strip
until it ended in 1967.
He returned to Marvel in 1964, where
his old friend Stan Lee eagerly made sure
that Tuska never lacked work. Tuska briefly
left the Marvel bullpen to draw for Tower
Comics in 1965, heading back to Marvel
when Tower folded in 1968. At Marvel
until 1978, Tuska amassed a huge body of
work, but is probably best remembered for
his 65 issue run on Invincible Iron Man.
From 1970 to 1986, Tuska was a regular
at DC Comics, drawing super hero,
mystery, and romance stories. He returned
to the daily newspaper grind from 19781982 and penciled The World's Greatest
Superheroes comic strip. Aquaman fans
should note that Tuska drew a three-issue
story for Justice League of America #241243 that focused on the Sea King and his
reunion with his estranged wife Mera.
In 1987, Tuska retired from comics. He
continued to produce commissioned art from
his home in Manchester, New Jersey. He
frequently attended comic book shows and
conventions, usually accompanied by his
wife Dorothy ("Dot"), where he signed
autographs and did quick sketches. A fan
favorite at the comic shows, Tuska stopped
attending a few years ago as his health
prevented him from participating in the
conventions.
George Tuska passed away shortly
before midnight on October 15, 2009. He
was 93 years old.

George Tuska drew a magnificent teaming
of Aquaman and Namor for the 7th issue of
the Aquaman Chronicles. He also created
the first color cover for the Chronicles.
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Are you listening
Powers-That-Be? Two
separate issues of Wizard
Magazine (#207 & #213)
have run reports saying
that Aquaman should be
revived, both as a
character and as a comic
book. And TV Guide
(January 4-17, 2010) says
that Aquaman rocks! So
come on DC, get moving
and get the Sea King back
out there where he
belongs!
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Hey gang, look, it's a
new Elseworlds story. Well,
sort of anyway. Actually, in
Superman Batman #60-61
(July-August
2009),
the
Caped Crusader and the Man
of Steel find themselves trapped in a dream
world where the members of the Justice League
and the Titans have been amalgamized into the
Justice Titans. Of course, the merged heroes
mistake Superman and Batman for villains and
immediately attack. After a quick battle, the
heroes sit down to talk and try to solve the
mystery. In time, they discover that it was all
another attempt by the dream master Dr. Destiny
to try to reshape reality. With Destiny defeated,
reality resets itself and the world of the Justice
Titans vanishes.
On this world, Aquaman is represented by
Art Stone, aka Aquaborg (a combination of
Arthur Curry and Victor Stone - Cyborg).
Aquaborg has an exoskeleton to permit him to
function in non-aquatic environments.
He
exhibits the power to manipulate water into
shapes, as seen when he makes a liquid hand to
nab Batman. His armor, however, is not all that
tough, as Batman cracks Aquaborg's helmet with
a batarang.

We also get a quick glimpse into the
history of this Earth when a monument is shown
outside of Justice Titans Tower. The statue is of
the five founding members of the team, with
Night Lantern (Robin and the golden age Green
Lantern), Donna Wonder (Wonder Woman and
Wonder Girl), Flash (Kid Flash and the golden
age Flash), a combination of Speedy and Dr.
Fate (Dr. Speed?) and a version of Aqualad that
might feature elements of Johnny Quick's
uniform? It is unclear who the golden age
character is that has been merged with Garth.

Anyhow, yet one more alternate reality to
add to our catalogue of Elseworld Aquamen.
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Evidently, collecting trading cards is not
a completely dead hobby as November 2009
saw the release of Rittenhouse Archives'
Justice League of America Archives
Trading Cards. This collection of trading
cards consists of a 72-card base set covering
the original adventures of the Justice
League of America as written by Gardner
Fox and illustrated by Mike Sekowsky.
Spanning Brave and the Bold #28-30 and
Justice League of
America
#1-73,
each card focuses
on a different issue
in the series with a
full color panel
recreation on the
front of the card
and classic comic covers on the back. How
do 72 cards manage to cover every JLA
adventure when there are 3 Brave and Bold
and 73 Justice League of America issues
for a total of 76 issues in the run? Well,
Justice League of America #39, 48, 58, and
67 consisted of all reprints, so they were not
included in the base set.

Additionally, collectors can store their
set in a customdesigned album that
comes with a bonus
promotional card.
Aquaman is seen
throughout the base
set, appearing on the
fronts of 28 of 72
cards. He also has
his own Superfriends
card (SF05) and
Founding Members
card (FM6). Black
Manta shares a Superfriends card with
Captain Cold and Sinestro (SF18).

Bonus
chase
cards consist of 18
Superfriends cards, a
seven card set of
Founding Members,
and six Other Earth
cards.
Inserted randomly at approximately 1 in
24 packs is a unique color Sketch Card,
hand drawn by a comic book illustrator
featuring various JLA characters. Each box
comes with 24 packs, with five cards in each
pack.
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No telling how many total sketch
cards are out there featuring
Aquaman. The only sketch card I
found was by someone with the
initials N.E., showing the Martian
Manhunter decking Despero.
Rob Kelly, with help from Christopher
Chance, posted several sketch cards on the
Aquaman Shrine web-site.
http://www.aquamanshrine.com/2009/12/jlaaquaman-sketch-cards-2009.html
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BLAMMOIDS!: SERIES 1:
AQUAMAN PVC Mini Figure
I have no idea how to explain this one, so I'll just let
DC Direct's advertisement do the talking.

HISTORY OF THE DC UNIVERSE: SERIES 3:
OCEAN MASTER ACTION FIGURE

Funky. Chunky. Fun.
Real compact – with real impact!

BASED ON THE ART OF GEORGE PÉREZ

Look out fans! Aquaman's half brother is
FINALLY available in his own action figure!

BLAM! A funky, chunky collection of boldly
designed toys that pack a lot of punch in squatty
body!

DC Direct has released an awesome Ocean
Master figure to stand beside Black Manta in
opposition to Aquaman and Aqualad. Now they
just need to get a Mera and a Tempest figure
made, and maybe a few more villains....

POW! A striking, hyper-stylized twist on the
world's greatest heroes and their biggest foes.
Too tough to call small – you'll want to collect
them all!

The Ocean Master figure features multiple
points of articulation and a base. 4-color
blister card packaging.

The Aquaman BLAMMOID is packaged on a
blister card, each measures approximately 2.5" to
4" tall with three points of articulation.

On Sale December 16, 2009

On Sale January 20, 2010
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DC DYNAMICS: AQUAMAN STATUE
DESIGNED AND SCULPTED BY TIM BRUCKNER

JLA CLASSIFIED: CLASSIC SERIES 2:
AQUAMAN Action Figure

The JLA CLASSIFIED: CLASSIC
line brings us yet another Aquaman
figure with beard and hook.
The Aquaman figure stands at 6.75"
high and features multiple points of
articulation and a base. 4-color
blister card packaging.
On Sale February 3, 2010

DC Direct's exquisite new statue gallery series,
featuring dynamic interpretations of classic
superheroes, continues!
The second in a series of six statues scheduled to
be released in 2010, Aquaman, King of the Seven
Seas, rises from the depths on the crest of a
brilliant blue tidal wave, trident in hand.
This limited-edition, hand-painted, cold-cast
porcelain statue measures approximately 10.5" high
x 6.5" wide x 6.5" deep and is packaged in a 4-color
box with a 4-color Certificate of Authenticity.
Limited Edition. Manufactured to order.
* Minor assembly required.
$195.00
On Sale March 10, 2010
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Yeah, yeah, Blackest Night is a crossover event designed to make Green Lantern
Hal Jordan a major force in the DC universe. However, it is also the last remaining
hope of seeing Aquaman and cast reunited - alive and healthy and back in action.
With Mera being one of the core characters in this series, Blackest Night does
help to fill the void left by the death of Aquaman two years ago.
One such story is "Tygers" by Alan Moore,
which tells of how Abin Sur came to the planet
Ysmault, once the throneworld of the dismal
Empire of Tears and of how Abin Sur found
himself forced to consult Qull of the Five
Inversions.
In order to pull Abin Sur into his web of
lies, Qull first speaks the truth, sending Abin Sur
to the site of a crashed space vessel where the
green lantern rescues the lone survivor, an infant
girl. [Pure speculation, but could that infant girl
also be Soranik Natu?]
Qull then warns Abin Sur that, someday, his
ring would fail him at a critical moment, leaving
him unprotected and cause his demise.
Qull then speaks of the final catastrophe the
Green Lantern Corps will ever face:

Before we delve into the details of the
Blackest Night maxi-series, let us turn back the
calendar to 1986 and look at a comic book
published that year - Tales of the Green
Lantern Corps Annual #2. Set as a companion
to the ongoing Green Lantern series, this annual
is comprised of a series of stories about various
members of the Green Lantern Corps, held
together by the framing device of Sinestro (a
prisoner on Oa) relating these tales to his fellow
inmates.

After untold millennia, the enemies of the
Green Lantern Corps will rise united
against them.
The Corps shall be destroyed to the last lifeform. The Planet Oa shall be as dust.
Amongst the gathered foemen shall be
numbered the weaponers of Qward, Ranx
The Sentient City, and The Unspeakable
Children of the White Lobe.
The Empire of Tears, finally released from
entombment, shall join the assault.
Sodam Yat, a Daxamite hailed as the
Ultimate Green Lantern, will perish
battling the Lobe-Spawn.
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Sadam Yat join the Corps and become endowed
with the Ion power. Beyond that, the prophecy
does not hold true. But we do see that Qull and
the planet Ysmault return to threaten Oa on a
deeper level in the pages of Geoff John's Green
Lantern stories. Ysmault is now the home of
Atrocitus and the Red Lantern Corps, and their
appearance marked the beginning of the war of
the different colored lanterns, which would
converge into - drum roll please - Blackest
Night!

The planet-form Green Lantern named Mogo
will be last to fall, as Ranx explodes a BlinkBomb within his core.
And after that, there will only be demons
dancing in the ruins of Oa to the rhythm of
drums bound with taut blue skin.
Of course, Abin Sur places no stock in
Qull's words, but he sees no harm in taking
preventative measures and takes to flying in a
space craft rather than depending
on his ring. Poor, poor Abin
Sur. Had he studied classical
Greek mythology, he would
have known that more one tries
to prevent a prophecy from
coming true, the more one sets
the wheels of fate into motion.
Thus did it one day come to be
that Abin Sur's vessel was
damaged as he was caught in a
field of yellow energy, causing
his fatal crash on the planet
Earth where a young Hal Jordan
was summonsed to take Abin
Sur's place in the Green Lantern
Corps.
An intriguing story that
finally explained why Abin Sur,
an honored Green Lantern,
happened to be traveling in a
space ship and not flying under
ring power when he met his fate
in a desert in the southwestern
United States. Otherwise, it is
an unremarkable tale, and sat
forgotten for nearly twenty
years. That is, until Geoff Johns
decided to use it as the basis for
his relaunch of the Green
Lantern Corps.
In the pages of the Green
Lantern Corps, we have already
seen the battles between the
Corps and the sentient city of
Ranx and the attack on Oa by
the Children of the White Lobe.
We have seen the Daxamite
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But we can still not delve
into Blackest Night just yet.
First, we must examine a series
of major events that rocked the
DC universe over the last few
years, and it all began with
Identity Crisis.
In 2004, Brad Meltzer
presented a story that forever
ended the innocence of the
Silver Age of the Justice League
of America, tainting how the
readers (and all writers to
follow) would look at these
heroes. Set in the present, the
narration frequently flashes back
to the twilight days of the
satellite years of the League. It
seems that during those halcyon
days, Dr. Light finally gained access to the
team's satellite headquarters and found Sue
Dibny there, alone and unguarded. He raped her
and was set to kill her when he was discovered
by the heroes and stopped. However, they now
faced a major dilemma.
The heroes were in the habit of erasing
memories from their foes (and civilians, and
sometimes even each other) when anyone gained
knowledge that jeopardized the heroes' secret
identities. They could erase such information
from Dr. Light's mind, but they knew that it was
only a matter of time before he found a way to
hurt other people the Leaguers cared about. The
only way to prevent that, was to alter Dr. Light's
personality. In other words, Zatanna gave him a
magical lobotomy.
In the present, Sue Dibny was attacked again
and, this time, she was murdered. How she was
killed was a complicated mystery that baffled
everyone, including Batman. As they chased
down any villain that could have been
responsible, they eventually had to face the
possibility that Dr. Light's mind had been
restored. In the course of the investigation, they
find that Light had nothing to do with the crime,
but their questioning accidentally awakened his
buried memories and he remembered what they
did to him.
The real murderer is revealed in time to be
none other than a deranged Jean Loring, ex-wife
of the Atom. By the time this sordid mess is

sorted out, the super villains have
heard Dr. Light explain what the
heroes did to him, and wonder
how many of their minds have
been tampered with. This leads
to the foes uniting under a
common cause and becoming far
more deadly than they had ever
been before.
While Aquaman is not an
active participant in this story, he
does make several cameos and is
shown in flashbacks. At this
point, these events do not seem to
effect the Sea King, but they will
set the stage for several other
major crossover series to come
which will in time destroy the
world Aquaman loves.
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INFINITE CRISIS

52 WEEKS & WORLD WAR III

Following the events of Identity Crisis, the DC
universe quickly falls apart. People no longer trust
the super heroes, nor do the heroes necessarily trust
each other. One problem after another arises, leading
to the rebirth of the spy organization Checkmate and
the appearance of the artificially intelligent computer
satellite Brother Eye and its army of OMAC warriors.
Ted Cord, the Blue Beetle, is murdered by his former
friend Max Lord, who is in turn killed by Wonder
Woman when Lord turns Superman into his puppet.
Jean Loring gets possessed by Eclipso and escapes
her incarceration in Arkham Asylum, and the Spectre
has declared war on everything magical.
Just when it looks like things are at their worst,
the original Superman, hero of World War Two and
hero supreme of the destroyed Earth-Two, returns
from the crystalline limbo where he has been exiled
to since Crisis on Infinite Earths (back in 1986!!!).
Along with this Superman appears Alex Luthor
of Earth-Three and the Superboy of Earth-Prime.
While Superman tries to teach the upstarts of the
current Earth what it means to be a hero, Alex Luthor
and Superboy-Prime start to assemble a devise that
will recreate the multiverse, allowing them to "go
home."
However, Alex Luthor really wants to rule the
new multiverse he will create, and Superboy-Prime is
manipulated into becoming a killer and a madman.
In the end, the original Superman dies stopping
Superboy-Prime's rampage and Alex Luthor's scheme
fails and his is murdered by Lex Luthor and the
Joker.
In the midst of all this, while Aquaman defends
Sub Diego against a horde of aquatic super villains,
the Spectre destroys Atlantis, with Koriak and Vulko
counted
among
the
millions killed.
Now
this
is
interesting. Alex Luthor
admits that his actions
have changed the history
of the Earth, resetting
things closer to the history
of Earth-One in some
aspects, and diverging
them further in others.
While Arthur Curry is
shown
as
Aquaman
throughout the series, the
final two page spread
leaves him out, replacing
him with Arthur Joseph
Curry, the Aquaman of the
Sword of Atlantis.

When the dust settled after Infinite Crisis and
the heroes finished burying their dead, Superman,
Wonder Woman, and Batman took a year off from
the super hero game. This period, when other heroes
carried the banner, is documented in the weekly
series 52 Weeks. While Superman's powers slowly
recharge, Wonder Woman seeks to establish a secret
identity for herself, and Batman, Nightwing and
Robin travel the world reconnecting with each other
as a family.
The world of Aquaman is very confusing during
this time. We know that at the end of this year,
Aquaman is missing, and a young man named Arthur
Joseph Curry has taken up his mantle, assisted by a
watery wizard called the Dweller in the Depths, who
may or may not be the original Aquaman.
However, during the course of these 52 weeks,
we are shown misleading and contradictory
information regarding the status of the King of the
Seas. In the first issue, Aquaman and Mera are
shown attending the memorial service for Superboy
(Connor Kent). Then in week six, Rip Hunter, Time
Master, asks "Where is the Curry heir?" To whom is
he referring?
No further mention of Aquaman is made until
week 39, when the Helmet of Dr. Fate leads Ralph
Dibny to the ruins of Atlantis. There, they meet a
dazed 'magician' that Dibny calls Aquaman. The
long-haired, bearded sorcerer denies being Aquaman
and says "There is... no Aquaman. he is gone... he
will come... I think. He saved... the city but... lost his
home...? I... can't remember..." Maybe, just maybe,
this befuddled man was never Aquaman. Perhaps, he
was Atlan, confused and adrift after the Spectre
drained off all Atlantean magic.
This is the last
reference to Aquaman in
52 Weeks. Just before the
series ended in 2007, a
four issue mini event tied
in with 52 Weeks entitled
World War III. In The
Valiant,
the
second
installment of this series,
Aquaman
is
shown
bartering with watery
deities to restore the
sunken city of Sub Diego
to the surface. The deities
comply, but exact a price.
Aquaman vanishes as the
city rises, and the Dweller
in the Depths appears.
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COUNTDOWN
Another weekly maxi-series followed 52
Weeks. Originally called Countdown to Final
Crisis, Countdown chronicled the exploration of
the newly revived multiverse (as shown at the
end of 52 Weeks). Aquaman and his supporting
cast are barely acknowledged in this series,
appearing only in doppelganger forms on
alternate Earths or in flashbacks. This series
served primarily to continue ideas launched in
earlier series and to set the stage for Final
Crisis.

(including Ocean Master) watch as the Martian
Manhunter is brutally murdered by Libra. Then,
someone dressed like Aquaman attends the
Manhunter's memorial service in Final Crisis:
Requiem (September 2008). According to
Oracle, this guy is the "new" Aquaman,
whatever that means. Is he Arthur Joseph, or yet
another pretender to the throne? Evidently, the
heroes aren't too sure of who he is.
Then, to add to the confusion, someone
appears at the end of the series in Final Crisis
#7 (March 2009). Astride a giant sea horse,
―
ARTHUR of Atlantis returns in his people’s
time of greatest need‖ only to disappear after
that, never to be seen again. Grant Morrison
later admitted that he threw that panel in as he
felt that Aquaman belonged back in an active
role and figured that someone else would pick
up on this and get a new series going. Dan
Didio, senior vice president of DC Comics, was
less than amused. In a interview with the website IGN Comics, he explained his take on the
whole thing:

DC UNIVERSE #0
By this point, Aquaman: Sword of Atlantis
has been cancelled, and the status of Aquaman is
in question. Arthur Joseph Curry made a few
appearances following the series cancellation,
but he has since disappeared entirely.
DC Universe #0 grants a sneak peak at
Legion of Three Worlds, Batman R.I.P., Final
Crisis, and Blackest Night. Other than showing
Aquaman as a founding member of the Justice
League, this one-shot offers no hope to fans of
Aquaman. Still, it does set the stage for the next
few months to come...

IGN Comics: There seems to be some confusion
surrounding the Aquaman that appeared in
Final Crisis...
DiDio: The Aquaman that appeared in Final
Crisis was an Aquaman from one of the
several Multiverse worlds.
IGN Comics: Right. And he fell from the
Multiverse much like the Nazi Supergirl.
DiDio: Exactly. That's what we saw. The reason
he was there was that we felt that Aquaman,
though dead at this particular time, should
still be represented in the story. We still
needed a reflection of who Aquaman was,
because we should have Aquaman
represented in any major event in some
way, shape or form. The way Grant so
cleverly crafted the story was to bring many
interpretations of these characters into it,
and he brought one in for Aquaman as well.
Once Final Crisis ended the world sort of
reset to what it was again, and those
interpretations of the Multiverse characters
that came in during this particular Crisis
returned to their worlds as well. As it
currently stands in the prime DC Universe,
there is no Aquaman after his passing a
couple years back.

FINAL CRISIS
Let's file this one in the "What the ...?!"
category. The series follows the rebirth of the
New Gods on Earth in new forms and shows
how Darkseid unleashes the power of the antilife equation and transforms Earth into a new
Apokolips. The heroes unite to undo this mess,
resulting in the "death" of Batman and the return
of the Flash (Barry Allen). The story is hard
enough to follow, but what makes it even more
frustrating was the failed promise of the return
of Aquaman somewhere in the seven issue run.
First of all, Final Crisis Secret Files
(February 2009) had a sketch of Aquaman by
artist J.G. Jones with a note from writer Grant
Morrison that this Aquaman looks like the
classic one, but is more "bad ass." This implies
that Aquaman will be used to some degree in the
series, possibly as a major player.
Can you say disappointment? Not only was
Aquaman not a major player, he was virtually
absent from the entire series. First, the villains
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You want to know my personal opinion? I think that, originally, Didio was fine with Aquaman
reappearing alive and well Final Crisis, but then changed his mind when Geoff Johns said that he needed
Aquaman dead for his upcoming Green Lantern series, Blackest Night. I certainly got that impression
from the way Johns and editor Eddie Berganza spoke when I saw them hype Blackest Night in a panel at
the San Diego Comic Con last July. (More details on this will follow at the end of this article)
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Released as part of Free Comic Book Day in
May 2009, Blackest Night #0 initiated the mega
crossover event with insights into the seven
different lanterns and how their emotionpowered lights differed from one another.
Additionally, Hal Jordan and Barry Allen looks
back over the past, discussing the deaths of
many heroes, and giving the reader a brief
glimpse of the classic Aquaman.
The real kicker comes on the last page as
Black Hand and Scar the Guardian are shown
reviving the corpses of a multitude of DC
characters to become Black Lanterns! And dead
center on the page is the fist of Aquaman!!!

BLACKEST NIGHT #0
34

TITANS #15
The surviving people of
Atlantis find Garth and offer
him the throne, but he
initially declines. Traveling
to Gotham City, Garth seeks
out Dick Grayson, who now
wears the cape and cowl of
the Batman. After a short
conversation, Garth returns
to Atlantis and takes the
throne.

After the Spectre trashed
Atlantis at the end of Infinite
Crisis, we are led to believe
that Garth was killed.
However, he reappeared in
Aquaman: Sword of Atlantis,
but without his magic skills,
unable to breathe water, and
suffering from a faulty
memory. When he is last
seen, he is searching for
answers under the guidance of
a mysterious woman named
Leah.
Almost two years later,
Prince Garth returns but no
explanation is given for where
he's been or what he's been
doing other than searching for
his wife and son. His memory
has been restored, as has his
ability to breathe water and as
his magic powers as well.

Garth arrives in the ruins of Atlantis,
bearing the corpses of Dolphin and Cerdian.
There, he meets Letifos and sees that the
people are rebuilding the kingdom.
Dwelling on the past, especially the painful
memories, he lays his family to rest only to
be confronted by his mad uncle, Slizzath.
The crazy crab man forces Garth to kill him,
claiming that death will make him even
more powerful.
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BLACKEST NIGHT #1

Things certainly start with a bang as the
action begins almost immediately here. In this
issue, the Guardians admit their failure to
prevent the war of the lights from happening.
Later, the demented Scar attacks her fellow
Guardians as hundreds of thousands of black
power rings arrive on Oa.
The Black Lantern Aquaman is shown on
the alternate cover to this issue (the regular
cover had a skull surrounded by black power
rings). A full page is given to Mera and Garth,
who stand at the grave of Aquaman near the
lighthouse where he grew up. Garth argues that
the King of the Seas should have his remains
placed in a grand tomb beneath the waves where
his Atlantean subjects can pay their respects.
Mera counters that Arthur felt safe at the
lighthouse, that Atlantis frequently turned on
Aquaman. This, she says, is what he would
have wanted. If you look at the last panel, there
are dead fish being brought to shore by the
waves. Ominous, eh?
Meanwhile, the recently returned Flash,
Barry Allen, is informed by Green Lantern Hal
Jordan as to how many heroes have died since
he disappeared. Aquaman is shown among the
dead.

Above:
Mera and Garth stand at the graves of both Arthur
Curry's near the lighthouse in Amnesty Bay.
Amnesty Bay?
Sigh, over the years, the location of the lighthouse
has changed several times. Hmmm, sounds like the
makings of a good future feature.
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GREEN LANTERN #43
In this issue, Black Hand's origin is
retold. As the newly risen Black Lantern
Black Hand wanders through a cemetery,
he sees the deaths of many heroes,
including Tula (Aquagirl). Arthur Curry is
mentioned during Black Hand's monologue
of death, he does not say how Aquaman
died.
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BLACKEST NIGHT #2
Now this issue really tries to appeal to the
Aquaman fan. Not only does the zombie
Aquaman appear on the regular cover, but he is
the sole character and entire focus of the variant
cover!
Additionally, nine full pages are
dedicated to telling how Blackest Night is
affecting Mera and family. That's more than
one-third of the 24 page issue!
Story-wise, as Mera and Garth continue to
debate as to what they want to do with
Aquaman's remains (he has remains? I thought
he was liquified?), a black power ring has
slipped into the grave and revived Aquaman's
corpse. Joined by the reanimated Tula and
Dolphin, Aquaman kills the Atlantean guards,
and then attacks his wife. Sensing hope rising
up in Garth, Tula claws through his chest and
rips out his heart. Garth then rises as a Black
Lantern and joins the other undead in their
attempt to add Mera to their ranks.
Meanwhile, Black Lantern Pariah appears
and states "Worlds have died. Worlds will rise."
Does this imply more investigation of the
multiverse in the future?
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BLACKEST NIGHT #3
Fleeing her undead family, Mera escapes to
Hall of Justice where she meets up with the new
Firestorm.
She advises him to keep his
emotions under control, as she has already
figured out (before anyone else) that the Black
Lanterns can sense emotions.
Later, two Indigo Lanterns bring Atom,
Green Lantern, and Flash to the Hall of Justice.
Indigo-1 explains the origin of the different
lights and their connections to the emotional
spectrum. From this information, the Atom is
able to theorize that the Black Lanterns are not
really their friends and loved ones, but actually
the black power rings wearing the bodies and
memories of the dead.
Before the tired heroes can formulate a
plan, the Black Lantern Justice League arrives
and attacks.
Note: While the heroes try to understand
the nature of this assault, there is a one panel
shot of statues of the Justice League Detroit
heroes Aquaman, Vibe, and Steel.
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TITANS: BLACKEST NIGHT #1-3
For the moment, we take a brief time out
from the main series to look in on one of several
connected mini-series. Most of the Blackest
Night crossovers have no connection to the
world of Aquaman, but the Titans mini did
manage to reveal something new while still
giving us a glimpse of what the Black Lantern
Aqua-cast did after it lost track of Mera.
The first issue is
mostly setting the stage
for
the
Titans
involvement
in this
crisis. However, we do
get to see a statue of Tula
in the Hall of Fallen
Titans.
In the second issue,
after a battle with several
Black Lantern Titans, the
living
Titans
find
themselves confronted
with even more Black
Lanterns on the last
page, including Garth, Dolphin, and Tula.
In the third and final issue, Dove, who can
channel the mysterious white light, destroys
Dolphin and Tula. Garth however, manages to
escape.
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BLACKEST NIGHT #4
The Indigo Lanterns reveal that only a
Green Lantern's light paired with another
Lantern's light can destroy a black power ring.
Then, the Indigo's teleport out, taking Hal
Jordan with them, leaving Mera, Atom, and
Flash to fend for themselves again a horde of
undead heroes and villains. When Aquaman
arrives with even more Black Lanterns, the
Atom dials 9-1-1 and carries Mera and Flash
with him into the phone lines, thus escaping an
unwinnable situation.
As they try to rally up their resolve, Mera
admits to feeling useless on land and says that
they need to find Superman and Wonder
Woman. Flash says that for right now Atom and
Mera ARE Superman and Wonder Woman. He
reminds Mera of just how strong and intelligent
she is and that she can do this. They then
formulate a battle plan.
Flash takes off to find all the living heroes
and share information with them. Mera and
Atom travel through the phone lines again and
emerge at the Justice Society's headquarters to
recruit Alan Scott. While they battle beside the
JSA, Atom is confronted by his ex-wife, the
corpse of Jean Loring.
Elsewhere, an army of Black Lanterns
transports the Black Power Battery to Earth and
Nekron emerges.
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BLACKEST NIGHT #5
While the Flashes, Titans, Wonder Woman,
Superman and many other heroes confront
Nekron, Mera and the Atom continue to help
the Justice Society against the Black Lanterns.
After Jean Loring kills the hero Damage, Mera
tries to destroy the Atom's undead wife.
However, Jean responds by shrinking Mera and
the Atom and dragging them into a black power
ring (kind of reminds me of the cover to Aquaman
#55).
Meanwhile, the rest of the heroes continue
their struggle against Nekron and the Black
Lanterns, until the tide turns against them when
Nekron "resurrects" Batman and has his black
power rings take control of heroes that have died
and come back.
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GREEN LANTERN #49
In a back-up six-page tale, Mera and the
Atom are carried by Black Lantern Jean
Loring into a black power ring, where they
learn about dark matter and "origin" of the
universe and Nekron. At the end of this
interlude, Loring brags that this is the end of
all life and the no one can stop it. Enter
Deadman to the rescue. (hmm, reminds me of
another story involving Deadman, a ring, and
Aquaman).
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BLACKEST NIGHT #6
While Mera and Atom are still adrift in the
black matter universe, Deadman possessed the
Black Lantern Jean Loring and warns the heroes
that every Black Lantern in the universe is
headed for Earth. Realizing that they don't need
Loring to return to Earth, Mera tears out
Loring's tongue (as promised last issue) and the
Atom starts restoring them to their normal size.
Back on Earth, Mera and Atom deliver
Deadman's warning and join in the battle. Mera
decides to go toe-to-toe with Black Lantern
Wonder Woman. As Mera's anger continues to
rise, a red power ring claims her for the Red
Lantern Corps.
This is not a good thing. A red power ring
expels the blood of its wearer, replacing it with
the red light of anger. Thus is the wielder
completely consumed with rage and typically
acts on violent instincts rather than with thought
or reason. Removing a red power ring normally
results in the death of the Red Lantern, however,
a Blue Lantern can replace the red light with
blood again, thus making it possible to free a
Red Lantern from the ring.
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WONDER WOMAN:
BLACKEST NIGHT #2
Preeeesenting: in this corner wearing all black
and a golden lasso - Black Lantern Wonder Woman!
And in the other corner, wearing all green and
carrying the trident of Poseidon - Mera, Queen of
Atlantis!
It's quite the battle as the Amazon Princess
takes on the Queen of Atlantis! Mera holds her own
against Wonder Woman, and even manages to
deliver what should be a fatal blow to the Amazon
with the trident. However, as long as she wears the
black power ring, Wonder Woman can't be killed,
and she rises up and takes the trident away from
Mera. Wonder Woman then proceeds to pin Mera to
a pier with the trident and prepares to rip out Mera's
heart... but from deep within, the REAL Princess
Diana temporarily gains control and flees.
Wonder Woman then plays out a war in her
mind where she kills everyone she ever loved. That
is, until she confronts Batman, whom she secretly
loves. At this point, the black power ring loses
control as she embraces Batman in a kiss. The
goddess Aphrodite appears to Wonder Woman and
gives her a violet power ring, and Wonder Woman
joins the Star Sapphires.
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WONDER WOMAN:
BLACKEST NIGHT #3
Star Sapphire Wonder Woman returns
to the battlefield and starts smashing Black
Lanterns. However, Mera, now possessed
by the all-consuming rage of a red power
ring, recognizes her former opponent and
renews their fight. They continue to trade
blows until Wonder Woman is able to
ensnare Mera in her magic lasso which,
combined with the love power of her Star
Sapphire ring, reminds Mera of all she has
lost and calms her down. But before either
woman could fully recover, Hal Jordan and
the Rainbow Corps arrived to recruit their
help.
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GREEN LANTERN #50
As the team of multi-colored Lantern
warriors take off to confront the Spectre,
Mera finds herself face-to-face with Black
Lantern Aquaman. The undead Sea King
holds up an infant (a Black Lantern
Aquababy?) and says that he understands
Mera's rage. He loved their son too. Mera
replies that she never wanted children and
fries the child with her red fire. Black
Lantern Aquaman flees the scene.
Atrocitus, leader of the Red Lantern
Corps, welcomes Mera to his army, but she
could care less. All she wants to do is
destroy her former king.
Eventually, they find the Spectre, and
Atrocitus and Mera acknowledge that this
Black Lantern spirit is filled with rage as
well.
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GREEN LANTERN #51
Hal Jordan, having reclaimed the power of
Parallax, drives the Black Lantern influence out
of the Spectre. Meanwhile, Mera has located
Garth and destroys him as she tries to force him
to tell her where to find Aquaman. Atrocitus
tries to turn the Spectre into a Red Lantern, but
fails.
The heroes, despite al l their valiant effort,
have gained little, as the Spectre fails to have
any effect against Nekron. Gloating over his
victory, Nekron summons his Black Lantern
Justice League (including Aquaman) for the
final confrontation.
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BLACKEST NIGHT #7
In all of the confusion following the failure
of the Spectre, armies of various colored
Lanterns arrive on Earth from outer space. Lex
Luthor, under the influence of an orange power
ring, is overcome by greed and forcibly takes a
yellow power ring of fear away from the
Scarecrow. He then tries to remove Mera's ring,
but the Indigo Lanterns intervene.
Elsewhere, Dove uses her white light to
destroy Black Lanterns. When she nears the
Central Black Power Lantern, a humanoid shape
briefly forms and cries out to be freed from
within the Battery.
During all this mayhem, Black Hand has
wandered off, carrying the heart of a Guardian
of Oa. Using the Guardian's heart, he summons
an ancient being of white light from deep within
the Earth. One of the Guardians explains that
the entity is the source of all life, that life started
on Earth and then spread throughout the galaxy.
Nekron strikes at the white entity in an
effort to kill it. As the Lanterns debate their next
move, Sinesto leaps into the fray and takes the
white entity's power for himself, becoming The
WHITE LANTERN.
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TITANS #23
Titans #23 came out a full two weeks
before the final installment of Blackest
Night, yet it revealed details of the ending
of the nine month mega-event. The story
opens with the three healthy founding
members of the original Teen Titans
gathering in their memorial hall to honor
their recent dead. Wally (Flash) West,
Dick (Batman) Grayson, and Donna (Troia)
Troy spend one full page reminiscing about
their lost friend Garth. Yes, Aqualad /
Tempest was not among those resurrected
at the end of Blackest Night, at least, not
that we know of.
They briefly mention the death of the
new Hawk and ironically pass by the statue
of Tula as they leave the hall. Roy (Red
Arrow) Harper is not there as he is in the
hospital recovering from the loss of his arm
in the Justice League: Cry for Justice
mini-series.

It is interesting to note that Dick (Batman)
asks, "Did we do this too soon?" I'm not sure
what writer Eddie Berganza intended with this
line, but it makes me wonder if he is referring to
the possibility that Garth is not still among the
dead? Or that there is a possibility of rescuing
his soul from Nekron?
We can only wait and hope.
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BLACKEST NIGHT #8

power battery, the white lantern
entity restores twelve black lanterns
to life, including AQUAMAN! His
love for Mera allows Star Sapphire
Carol Ferris to safely remove the
red power ring from Mera and
restore her heart and blood flow.
Of course, the mystery endures,
as
many
questions
remain
unanswered, leaving the readers to
wonder what Geoff Johns will do
next and how will all this lead into
the next mega-event scheduled to
start in the summer of 2011.

First of all, let me note my
disappointment that Mera is the
only one of the main fourteen
Lanterns NOT depicted on the
cover. Inside, Mera is depicted
destroying Black Lantern Dolphin
(wasn't she wiped out in Blackest
Night Titans?) while Black
Lantern Aquaman is tackled by
Red Lantern Atrocitus.
Later, after the Nekron has
been defeated and the AntiMonitor freed from the black
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So what's next...? Would you believe
Brightest Day?
When I saw Geoff Johns in San Diego, he
dropped a lot of hints about Blackest Night and
various
projects
that
would
follow.
Undoubtedly you've heard by now about the
War of the Supermen and the Return of Bruce
Wayne, but what's going on with the rest of the
DC universe? Geoff Johns stated that he will,
for the immediate future, be working on
Brightest Day, The Flash, Adventure Comics,
and the script for Flash: the Movie. He stated
that he would like to write Batman and Wonder
Woman, but for now, he will settle for the
graphic novel Batman: Earth One.
Brightest Day will be a 26-issue bi-weekly
series focusing initially on the Martian
Manhunter and Aquaman, but will eventually
relaunch the rest of the classic JLA members
(Firestorm, Elongated Man, Atom, Hawkman,
and Hawkgirl)
In San Diego, Johns did not specifically
refer to Brightest Day, but did say that whatever
followed Blackest Night would be about second
chances. After several questions from the
audience (I never said a thing), Johns admitted
that Mera is one of his most favorite characters
and that he had major plans for the Aquaman's
family and villains. But don't expect things to
be all "light and bright" for Aquaman, as some
things will work out for him, and others won't.
Don't expect a total rewrite of Aquaman's
history again, either. Johns admitted that he
likes to build on other people's work, not tear
down or destroy, or ignore and recreate from a
blank slate. He prefers retcons, and wants to be
able to explain everything from a character's
past. He loves to bring back old references and
make them relevant.
He also tries to find the element in the series
that the reader can relate to. In Hawkman, the
focus was on his love for Shayera. In Green
Lantern, it's all about Hal Jordan overcoming
fear and burying his other emotions.
Now this is pure speculation, but could the
focus for Aquaman be on his sense of being
alone and apart from everyone else - his inability
to truly open up to those who love him?
Guess we'll all just have to wait and see.
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The bad news...
It has to be Mera
as a Red Lantern
spewing bloody
red flames.
Some days, you
just can't win!

The good news...
Mera finally
appears as
HeroClix figure.

Now if you are a fan of the Black
Lantern Aquaman, you can get a Tshirt with the Black Lantern symbol
on it, or you can get your own
plastic Black Lantern power ring
(unfortunately, you have to be
dead in order for it to work).
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And let us not forget the
BLACKEST NIGHT: SERIES 3:
BLACK LANTERN AQUAMAN Action Figure
from DC Direct
that went on sale on March 3, 2010.
This figure stands at 6.75" high, features
multiple points of articulation, and comes
with its own display base.
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During his days in the Justice League of America, Aquaman
encountered many of Green Lanterns arch enemies, including
Sinestro, Hector Hammond, Dr. Polaris, Sonar, the Manhunters, the
Weaponers of Qward, Major Disaster and the Tattooed Man. Only one nemesis
of the Green Lantern Corps, however, really caused Aquaman enough grief to be
called an Aquafoe - THE SHARK.
However, the events of Blackest Night, having a
heavy impact on Aquaman and his family, makes it
necessary to briefly look at two other Green Lantern
villains - Black Hand and Nekron, as they have now
left their lasting mark on the history of the Sea King.
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The Shark, who has also used the
aliases of T.S. Smith and Karshon, came
into being when an ordinary tiger shark was
bathed in radiation from an exploding
atomic pile. Somehow, the nuclear energy
triggered rapid genetic evolution, and the
tiger shark developed into a humanoid form.
Possessing vast intelligence, telepathic
powers, super strength, and the ability to
create fear in the minds of human beings.
Finding his old prey to now be too easy to
kill, the Shark set out to find a new prey to
hunt. Finding that ordinary humans were no
challenge, the Shark decided that only Green
Lantern (Hal Jordan) could satiate his needs,
and he set out to stalk the fearless hero.
The Shark and Hal Jordan crossed paths
several more times, with Jordan regressing
the villain back to his natural tiger shark
form. Usually, by sheer force of will, the
Shark would restore his evolved status and
seek out new prey.
After several
unsuccessful bouts with Green Lantern, he
went on to fight the Justice
League of
America, Wonder Woman,
Superman,
and Aquaman.
While disguised
as an Atlantean
named Karshon,
the Shark was able
to depose Aquaman
and take the throne of
Atlantis for himself. He then
used his new position to lure
Aquaman into a series of traps
until, at last, the Shark had
captured Mera and Arthur Jr.
Using his hostages, the Shark
forced Aquaman into playing
the role of the hunted, until
Aquaman was able to turn the
tables and restore the Shark to
his primitive tiger shark form
again.
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The Shark would rise up against Green
Lantern again, only to apparently be
destroyed this time at the conclusion of their
confrontation. Somehow, he was restored
and returned yet again in the pages of Green
Lantern.
He would continue to appear in various
flashbacks before rising once more to try to
convince the new Black Condor that they
were brother predators and should join
together in the Shark's plans of conquest.
When Black Condor refused the Shark's
offer, the Shark returned to his lonely
existence at sea.
After another battle with Green
Lantern, the Shark resurfaced to face
Aquaman, this time evolving other sharks
into his personal army.
After a long absence, the Shark
reappeared near Coast City in a new and
more beastly form.
Stripped of his
intelligence due to the experimentations of
Evil Star's gremlins, the Shark now only
existed to eat, preferring human brains.
During Infinite Crisis, he was among
the sea-going villains that attacked SubDiego and, during the battle he killed
Neptune Perkins, biting him in half.
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KNOWN APPEARANCES:
Action Comics # 456, 613
Adventure Comics # 443-444, 446-448, 459
Animal Man #26
Aquaman v3 #10, 31
Aquaman v4 #37, 40
Black Condor # 4
Crisis on Infinite Earths # 9
DC Super Stars #14
Green Lantern v1 # 24, 28, 126, 174-177, 196-199
Green Lantern v2 # 29
Green Lantern v3 #1, 4-6
Infinite Crisis #3
JLA: The Nail #2
Justice League Adventures #6
Justice League International Annual #5
Justice League of America # 40, 115, 162
Justice League: The Wedding Special #1
Teen Titans Spotlight #10
Who's Who in the DC Universe # 20
Who's Who Deluxe Edition 1991 # 10

Just when you thought it was safe to go back
into the toy store....
Whether you call him Tiger Shark Smith or Karshon or
simply SHARK!, this primal super villain has two action
figures sculpted in his name. The first, released by DC Direct
in August 2006, was based on the villain's more modern
monster appearance. The second, released by Hasbro as part
of their DC Universe Classics series (wave 11), is based on
the more classic super foe look.
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Upon discovering that the dimension of the
Guardians of Oa existed, Nekron, an ancient
being of great power that existed in the Land of
the Unliving, decided to bring the everlasting
peace of his realm to the universe.
Although confused with an agent of death,
Nekron is actually the ruler of a transitory
dimension known through which the souls of the
dead must pass on the way to their final
destination.
Nekron became aware of the realm of the
living when the Guardians of Oa attempted to
execute the criminal Oan Krona. Reduced to
pure energy by the Guardians, he arrived in the
realm of the unliving, where the presence of an
immortal ripped a hole in the fabric of space,
allowing Nekron to view the land of the living.

However, Hal Jordan and the Green
Lantern Corps stopped Krona and his army and
sealed the rift in space. With Nekron contained,
the Green Lanterns believed the threat he posed
had been nullified.
But Nekron was no longer satisfied to
dwell eternally in the Land of the Unliving. he
wished to conquer the worlds that lay in the
other universe. Binding his time, Nekron
became aware of the super hero Captain Atom,
who was linked to the Quantum Field. Nekron
tried to manipulate Captain Atom into
destroying the barrier between realms, but the
hero instead drained power from Nekron and his
realm to fuel his escape back to Earth.
Months later, when the Tower of Fate in
Salem was destroyed, a new spatial rift was
created that opened mystic bridges between
Earth and nearby dimensions. Nekron battled
the demon god Neibros for control of this rift,

Desiring to enter the realm of the living,
Nekron restored Krona's physical form and
increased his powers. Giving Krona an army of
the dead to command, Nekron sent Krona to kill
the immortal Guardians of the Universe, which
would widen the interdimensional tear enough to
allow Nekron to step through.
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but the man that had inherited the mantle of Dr.
Fate sealed the breach before either one could
accomplish their goals.

beating hearts from the living in order to
energize their rings. Once their rings reached
full power, the Black Lanterns united and
brought Nekron completely into the realm of the
living.
Aquaman, Dolphin, and Tula were among
the first corpses animated by the black rings, and
they proceeded to kill Tempest and several
Atlantean guards.
Aquaman and Tempest
remain in the service of Nekron, but Dolphin
and Tula were destroyed by Dove of the Titans.

More recently, in one of Felix Faust's
attempts at immortality, he released supernatural
forces that caused the spirits of the dead to rise
as ghosts. The Justice League were soon
haunted by friends and foes from their past.
Faust's actions also permitted Nekron access to
the land of the living again, and he sent a horde
of dead Green Lanterns to slay Kyle Rayner, the
last Green Lantern. Rayner slew the Green
Lanterns anew, unleashing enough energy in the
process to hurtle him home and seal the rift once
more.

Apparently, during the events of the
Infinite Crisis, the remains of the Anti-Monitor
drifted into a region of space where Nekron was
able to seize them and create a central black
lantern power battery. He then sought out the
criminal Black Hand and transformed him into
his herald. Next, Nekron sent forth millions of
black lantern rings, which sought out the corpses
of individuals connected to the super heroes of
Earth and the Green Lantern Corps.
Reanimated, these Black Lanterns tore the still

Read more about Nekron in:
Tales of the Green Lantern Corps #1-3 (1981)
Captain Atom #42-43 (1990)
Fate #12-13 (1995)
Green Lantern Annual v3 #7(1998)
Power Company: Witchfire #1 (2002)
Blackest Night #4-8 (2009-2010)
Green Lantern v4 #49-53 (2010)
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William Hand was an inventive genius;
from a well-to-do family. Unlike the rest of his
family, Hand wanted to be different, and decided
the best way was to start a life of crime. After
extensive study, he became the costumed super
villain Black Hand (a name he chose refering to
himself as the black sheep of the Hand family).
As a super villain, Black Hand invented a
device able to absorb the residue of Green
Lantern's power ring energy from the sites of his
battles. Using this device, he has battled Hal
Jordan, Kilowog, the Flash (Barry Allen), Guy
Gardner and Starman (Jack). Black Hand was
never able to achieve the respect he sought as a
villain, and was always considered a second or
even third rate crook.
During the time that Hal Jordan was joined
with the Spectre, Black Hand used his device to
a spare power ring that Green Arrow kept for
Jordan in the case of an emergency. When
Black Hand tried to use the ring, the Spectre
transformed his hand into coal. Hand developed
mental trauma from the incident, and became
absorbed with thoughts of revenge.
Shortly after Hal Jordan's "resurrection,"
Black Hand was forcibly removed from an
airplane by alien "gremlins" that worked for Evil
Star. They performed experiments on him until
he was able to escape following Green Lantern's
entanglement with the aliens.
As part of the revisions to history following
Infinite Crisis, Black Hands origin has changed.
Black Hand is now completely mentally
unstable and apparently has been since he was a
little boy. In the new history, William Hand's
father is a coroner and owns a funeral home. As
a child, Hand was fascinated by death and the
dead, including fantasies involving necrophilia.
After his killed the family dog, his parents tried
to get him psychological help, but to no avail.
Now alienated from his family, Hand continued
to spiral deeper into his insanity.
In a strange series of events, Hand is
transformed into a super villain after a "chance"
encounter with Green Lantern, Sinestro, and
Atrocitus. In the course of the battle, Atrocitus
states that he is searching for the one who will
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bring about the Blackest Night prophecy, and he
believes that being to be William Hand.
Atrocitus is defeated by Green Lantern and
Sinestro, but drops his weapon. Hand steals the
weapon, which will become the device he uses
in his career as the super villain Black Hand.
Black Hand's costumed career unfolds as it
did before, and while serving time in prison
following his kidnapping by the aliens, Black
Hand is mysteriously rescued by a sudden surge
of power and is transported to the dead planet
Ryut, hmoe of the black power battery.
Returning to Earth, he hears "Death"
calling to him, telling him to harvest all the souls
death has lost, including Superman and Green
Lantern. Black Hand returns to his family's
home, killing his brothers and parents, and then
blows his own brains out. The Guardian Scar
arrives vomits out the first black power ring,
which revive Black Hand. Believing that he is
now the physical embodiment of death Hand
recites his oath and declares that he will finally
extinguish the green lantern light.

R.E.B.E.L.S. #10

The Blackest Night falls from the skies,
The darkness grows as all light dies,
We crave your hearts and your demise,
By my black hand--The dead shall rise!
Checklist:
Green Lantern #29, 39, 84, 146-147
Flash #258-259
Green Lantern Corps #205-206
Action Comics#613
Justice League: America #28
Guy Gardner: Reborn #1
Girl Frenzy: Starman: The Mist #1
Flash & Green Lantern: Brave & Bold #1-2
Green Lantern Rebirth #1
Green Lantern v3 #4-6, 43
Infinite Crisis #1
DC Universe #0
Blackest Night #0, 1-3
Blackest Night: Tales of the GLC #2-3
Blackest Night: Batman #1
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"A" IS FOR AQUAMAN?
Orange and green uniform. Blond hair. Powerful physique. Down through the
years, these are the visual elements that have identified our hero, Aquaman, making
him one of the most recognizable of all super-heroes. But another feature is just as
fundamental to the character: the Aquaman “A”.
When he first appeared, Aquaman‘s symbol was clearly a capital ―A.
‖ But after
several years it lost its horizontal bar and became an upside-down ―V
.‖ However,
the average person still naturally sees the symbol as the first letter in Aquaman‘s
name—the English letter ―
A‖.
Superman has his S, Robin has his R, and Batman has his bat. Likewise,
Aquaman has his accepted logo: a yellow A-like shape generally on his belt. In
addition to identifying the character, the symbol has also served as his Justice
League communicator and presumably as a belt buckle to hold up his trunks, as
well. (He does swim pretty fast out there in the ocean!)
THE REASON FOR THE “A”

TIME AND TIDE

Did you ever wonder why every
planet that the Star Trek crew went to
spoke perfect English. I did, even as a
child. Why would a world on the other
side of the galaxy speak our language? I
realized having them all speak English
was just a convenient shortcut, but I
always thought the writers should at
least come up with some pretense of an
explanation.
In the same way, the idea of
Aquaman having a letter ―A‖ on his
belt bothered me, too. Why would a
hero from a foreign civilization have an
"A," a letter from the English alphabet,
as part of his uniform?
Aquaman‘s artists, for whatever
reason, de-emphasized the horizontal
bar of the "A," even early on. Perhaps
they saw this same contradiction as
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Aquaman‘s origin story changed over
the years. Aquaman‘s first three artists,
Paul Norris (beginning in 1942), Louis
Cazenueve, and John Daly consistently
drew the full letter.
But the next major Aquaman artist,
Ramona Fradon, started out drawing
the symbol as an inverted ―V‖
positioned on a thin belt, so that the
belt created the crossbar of the ―
A.‖ As
time passed, she drew the belt wider
and stopped trying to make it resemble
an ―A.‖ Nick Cardy also drew the
symbol without the crossbar as most
artists have done ever since.
Making the symbol something
other than an "A" reduces the
contradiction, but it really only puts off
the ultimate question: what is the true
significance of the Aqua-symbol?

PETER DAVID’S EXPLANATION
Peter David gave Aquaman (whose civilian
name is Arthur Curry) an Atlantean name, Orin,
when he was writing the character‘s exploits. David
was trying to emphasize Aquaman‘s connection to
his Altantean heritage, as revealed in his first
Aquaman oriented miniseries, the Atlantis
Chronicles.
Then, in the first issue of the Aquaman: Time
and Tide miniseries, Mr. David introduces his own
explanation for the meaning of the Aqua-symbol.
This story says that the Flash was the first superhero
to meet Aquaman. When Flash sees Aquaman, he
says "Y'know, you've got an 'A' on your belt."
Aquaman replies, "It's not an 'A'. It's a guttural
'c'ha'." The author seems to be implying that the
symbol is a letter of the Atlantean alphabet, rather
than English.
This is similar to the treatment of the Man of
Steel‘s famous S-shield. Ask the average person
what the symbol on Superman‘s chest means and
they‘ll say it stands for Superman. But comic book
fans know that it is really a letter from the
Kryptonian alphabet that represented Superman‘s
heritage, the ―
House of El.‖ It‘s only ―
coincidence‖
that it looks like the letter S.

This interpretation seems appropriate as it indicate
masculinity, but on the other hand it doesn‘t really
represent anything unique about Aquaman.
I would like to propose a new theory for the origin
of Aquaman‘s logo that is based on his ultimate nature
as a character and his unique place in his world—the
DC Universe. But first a little bit of chemistry is
needed.

Peter David‘s introduction of a similar rationale
behind the ―
Λ‖-symbol is not quite as satisfying,
mainly because no one has ever developed an
Atlantean comic book alphabet. Besides, Mr. David
never explained why Aquaman would have a guttural
'c'ha' on his belt. What does the ‗c‘ha‘ signify?

A MORE ELEMENTAL INTERPRETATION
As an Aquaman fan AND as a chemical engineer,
I‘m amazed that I never hit upon a very obvious and
satisfying interpretation that has been staring all of us in
the face for decades. The Aqua-symbol is essentially a
representation of a water molecule: what a chemist
would call a ―m
odel.‖

POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS
The letter that Aquaman‘s modern symbol most
closely resembles is the Greek letter, lambda (Λ), but
this does not help much. Perhaps Greek is closer to
the Atlantean language than Latin (where the word
―
aqua,‖ comes from), but the Greek word for water is
hydros (as in ―h
ydrogen‖) which does not have a
lambda in it.
Another possible explanation is that the symbol
is derived from the primitive sign for masculinity, an
upward pointing arrow or ―
^‖. We generally use the
astronomical symbol for Mars (♂) as the male sign,
but symbologists consider the ^-symbol to be older
and more primal. The reverse of the symbol, ―
v,‖ is
related to femininity and represents the womb or the
lower torso area of women.

The connection came to me when I was writing a
book about chemistry. I have had a long interest in
science, especially the periodic table. I recently wrote a
book called ―
Elements of Faith,‖ which was published
by a major Christian book publisher. The book looks at
each of the elements individually.
It also applies religious principles to the study of
chemistry, such as the use of the chemical elements in
the Bible, the religious backgrounds of discoverers of
the elements, and the amazing properties of science that
point to a Creator.
(You can check it out on
Amazon.com if you like. Amazon even allows you to
view individual chapters.)
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Elements of Faith
Richard D. Duncan,

ATLANTIS: HERE’S YOUR SIGN

Publisher:

Western scientists did not come to
understand the uniqueness of the water molecule
until the 19th Century. But comic book fans
know that ancient Atlantis was very advanced in
many areas: science, alchemy, and wizardry.
After all, they built a giant dome on the bottom
of the ocean. They developed potions to allow
them to breathe underwater and transform them
into mermaids and mermen.
My theory is that they also understood the
basic nature of water. After all, they were
surrounded by it every waking moment. Its
omnipresence made it necessary to understand it
as fully as possible.
I think they deduced its polar (i.e. angular)
nature. Perhaps, they even had the technology
to determine its exact angle (104°).

New Leaf Press

Available from the author
rduncan1@falcon1.net

An element I spent a lot of time on when writing
the book was hydrogen. It appears (as water) in the
second verse in the Bible: ―An
d the spirit of God
moved upon the face of the waters.‖ The special
properties of water are ultimately derived from the
shape of the individual molecules, which in turn
causes a phenomenon called ―h
ydrogen bonding.‖

Supposing that they deduced that a water
molecule was composed of three parts, (2
hydrogen atoms, 1 oxygen) and that it had two
bonds instead of three, then they would know
the molecule was ―
open‖ on one side and not
closed like a triangle. Therefore, they were
centuries ahead of modern science by using the
V shape as a symbol (or as chemists would say,
a―
model‖) for water.
I believe that the Atlanteans identified so
closely with the water that composed their entire
environment, that it became the icon that
represented their civilization.
Rather than
pointing down like a cup or a bowl, they
represented the symbol as pointing up like the
magnificent dome of their city, or a fish
swimming upward.
Or perhaps they thought of water as
masculine and the seafloor as feminine, like the
ancient Greeks who thought of the sky as the
father deity and the earth as the mother goddess.
So, to them, the symbol for water should point
up, like the primitive sign for masculinity.

THE UNIQUE SHAPE OF H2O
It‘s easy to take water for granted, but
chemically it is truly an amazing molecule. Most
small molecules are either ―
linear‖ or ―
radial.‖ But
the water molecule actually has a ―
boomerang‖
shape. The angle between the hydrogen bonds is
about 104°. Most small molecules are considered
―n
on-polar,‖ meaning their electrons are evenly
distributed. But water‘s angular shape causes its
electrons to congregate on the ―
oxygen side‖ of the
molecule, giving it a negative side and a positive
side, like a magnet.
So instead of behaving like little ―m
arbles‖ or
―
rods‖ which bounce off each other, like methane or
carbon dioxide molecules, respectively, water
molecules act like tiny ―m
agnets‖ that tend to clump
together.
This allows water to exist as a liquid, to dissolve
solids, to form clouds, etc. These properties and a
hundred others, all related to water‘s ―sh
ape,‖ make
all life possible.
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I would like to propose another factor to add into
the mix.
“A” IS FOR AQUAMAN
While all four factors proposed earlier are helpful,
Aquaman‘s belt symbol has to be included.
An ―A
‖ is a fine symbol for the Golden Age
Aquaman. The first Aquaman was the son of a scientist
who studied the ruins of Atlantis. His origin is based
on his father‘s use of the science of ancient Altantis to
give his son water powers. For an American-born,
English-speaking hero who took Aquaman as his heroic
name, the "A" is a natural.
But Orin, the current Aquaman, is at least half
Atlantean. English is, at best, his second language.
According to one version of his origin, Aquaman didn‘t
take his current uniform until he returned to Atlantis
after a long exile.
This man, who wanted to be an Atlantean, who
would soon become its king, and who would eventually
come to symbolize Atlantis itself, would surely seek to
identify with its heritage and icons.
As he grew in his control over the creatures of the
sea and mastery of the oceans (and his connection to
what one writer called ―
the clear‖), he became
thoroughly identified with the world‘s oceans. It is
only natural that he would take on ―
Λ,‖ the symbol for
water itself, as his own.
Even the woman he loved could make water do her
bidding.
After Aquaman lost his hand to an enemy he was
given a new one made of living water. A later story
line revealed that the watery part of him had spread to
half of his body. Finally in his death, his whole body
became water and melted into the surrounding sea.
And it is from the sea, that Aquaman will
ultimately return.
Therefore, it is fitting that Aquaman‘s sign would
be the very symbol of water itself.

GOLDEN AGE VS. MODERN AQUAMAN
Comic book fans like to differentiate between
Golden Age and more modern versions of the classic
DC heroes. For some, like the Flash, Green Lantern,
Hawkman, and the Atom, it is easy to tell the
difference. The Golden Age versions were members of
the Justice Society. They had different uniforms and
alter egos.
Superman, Batman, and Wonder Woman are a bit
more difficult. Their Golden Age versions had similar
uniforms and secret identities, so fans had to look for
more subtle differences or idiosyncrasies that various
writers inadvertently introduced into stories over the
years.
Likewise, for Aquaman. In reviewing his stories
beginning in the 1940s, writers have selected several
developments as lines of demarcation between the
Golden Age and the Silver Age.
1) For many of his early adventures, Aquaman‘s
uniform featured yellow gloves. Later, they were
green-colored like his leg coverings, and many writers
have used this as the difference.
2) Another notable change in the Aquaman story
related to his origin. When he first appeared, Aquaman
was the human son of a scientist. But later, he was said
to be of Atlantean heritage.
3) Another marker sometimes used is the
appearance of Aqualad.

“Λ” IS FOR AQUAMAN

4) An interesting discussion of the transition
appears on the internet in Mike’s Amazing World of
DC Comics. Mike Voiles presents the previous
theories and adds an interesting one of his own: that the
appearance of Aquaman‘s loyal octopus, Topo, is the
best indication of the transition. (See http://www.
dcindexes.com/planet/weeklyplanet.php?issue=27.)

Note: Special thanks to John Schwirian for filling in some
of the gaps in my knowledge of Aquaman‘s history
for this article.
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TEEN TITANS #28
Aug 1970

―
Blindspot‖

story – Steve Skeates
pencils and inks – Nick Cardy

Looking for the Teen Titans, Aqualad
returns to Titans' Lair only to find it
unoccupied. When he checks on Donna
(Wonder Girl) Troy's apartment, he and
Sharon Tracy (Donna's roommate) are
attacked by thugs. Aqualad drives off the
felons, but the girl is in shock and cannot tell
him anything.

Eventually, Aqualad locates Dick
(Robin) Grayson at his dormitory room at
Hudson University (this implies that
Aqualad has known Robin's secret identity
for a while). Dick takes Aqualad
to Mr. Jupiter‘s estate where the
Titans explain their vow of
pacifism and renouncement of
their costumed identities. The
Titans check on Sharon Tracy
where Lilith‘s telepathy reveals
that Sharon stumbled upon the
Ocean Master with his henchmen
and saw one of the men transform
into an alien. Aqualad asks for
their help against his foe, but the
Titans hesitate. Angry, he storms
off to handle the situation alone
only to be defeated by Ocean
Master and left tied up to die of
dehydration once his hour out of
the sea expires.
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BETWIXT BOTHERED
AND BEWILDERED
SMELLS LIKE
TEENYBOPPERS IN
THE VESTIBULE

#28

had been handled in one or another of those
various issues prior to Blindspot !
Okay, okay, there’s really no need to be
overly dramatic about this, to build up tension
or anything of that particular ilk (this is an
essay after all, not a story!!), so let it be
known right now (if you will) that the reason
for my previous avoidance comes down to the
simple fact that I still get royally pissed
whenever I peruse those two issues in
question, to this day can’t help but get
steamed over what happened to my story
here! One of my best plots and some of Nick
Cardy’s best-ever artwork -- all pretty much
for naught, all of this spectacular twoparter’s potential wonderfulness in my
honest-to-gosh opinion so close to totally
destroyed that that infinitesimal distanceaway hardly seems to matter much at all, done
in by various boneheaded editorial decisions
on the part of the aforementioned Dick
Giordano – and (as the underlying crux of the
matter here) I do hate to think of Dick in
such a grumpy and pejorative manner, seems
downright unfair, especially considering that
this man is more responsible than anyone else
(myself included) for my ever even having had
a career in comics – giving me The Many
Ghosts of Dr. Graves and Abbott and
Costello to play around with, to do with as I
would, asking me to join him at DC, and
allowing me to get away with a number of
totally off-the-wall issues of Aquaman!!

Avoidance may have its rewards, yet it’s
that specific reaction’s far more talked-about
aspect, its far more dramatic and ultimately
even story-worthy consequences (to put it
simply, its various drawbacks) that I wish to
speak to at this particular juncture. After
all, if I hadn’t (for reasons soon within this
very essay to be – avoided re-reading Teen
Titans #28 and 29 prior to responding to
questions posed in the first half of the
unbelievably cumbersome interview printed in
the Aquaman Chronicles #16, depending
instead upon what passes hereabouts for a
memory, I would in no way have even
entertained the possibility that I was
responsible for the Hawk and the Dove
(however momentarily) joining forces with the
Titans. Having at last re-read those issues
(forcing myself to do so, almost against my
own will), it has now become obvious even to
me that either Dick Giordano or Robert
Kanigher was the guilty party when it comes
to those bird-brained brothers all of a
sudden hanging out at Titan Headquarters,
seeing as they were already amongst those
present when I wrote my first Titan issue
(Blindspot by name) an actuality that
previously had somehow slipped my so-called
mind! In other words, the exact manner in
which Hank and Don had gotten involved with
the title characters here (the two of them
were on vacation, as I recall, and had
therefore somehow bumped into the Titans)
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faster, all due to there being a limited amount
So, what was the problem here? Certainly
of words in that panel) takes precedence over
I had already had a veritable vast array of
the story being properly told! I talked earlier
disagreements with Dick concerning the Hawk
about Dick having no problem whatsoever with
and the Dove, but that was due mainly to
this particular raconteur’s tendency to
political points of view, always for everyone
overwrite – in fact, he much preferred that
an arena for endless consternation! True,
what I’d term as Dick’s “mishandling” of the
to there being too few words, seeing as he
Dove was evident even within this Titans tale
had no problem chopping stuff out, whereas
-- still, that was hardly the main problem!
adding dialogue was an activity he wasn’t
Wracking my brain I do think I’ve finally come
particularly fond of, knowing (as he did) that
up with one possibility for what went wrong –
he didn’t exactly possess an “ear” for the way
that one or the other of us (or perhaps both)
people actually talk. However, in deleting
were not up to, not that adept at, handling
words from Teen Titans #28, Dick definitely
such a huge cast of characters. Dick wanted
went too far!
to get them all in there pretty much all the
Yes, discerning reader, I am indeed once
time (not exactly every character in every
again blathering about Dick’s removal from
panel of every story, yet way too close to
this issue of my early-on-in-the-story
that for my comfort) and with lots of action
reference to the fact that Donna Troy and
too; I was more into concentrating on but a
Wonder Girl are, in truth, one and the same!
few of the characters, thus getting more
And, no, I am hardly making a proverbial
deeply into the personalities of whichever
mountain out of a molehill here! That was and
ones I’d chosen, and therefore furthermore
is a crucial reference! It informs the reader
(right or wrong) I saw Dick’s approach to
as to Donna’s roommate Sharon’s connection
to the Titans!
Without it, for everyone
these teens as being way too superficial. In
outside of the hardest of hardcore comic
Aquaman, it wasn’t merely that we had but
the one title character and were therefore
book fans, this tale here can’t help but seem
incomplete, puzzling, confusing, and ultimately
more easily able to get quite deeply into that
frustratingly senseless!
dude’s head – consider, after all, issues #43
and 46 in which it isn’t Aquaman’s brainpan at all that we get into; it’s Aqualad’s
noggin and what lies beneath Mera’s
endless tresses, respectively! Yet, here,
for whatever reason (I do believe Dick
saw the audience for the Titans as being
younger than our Aquaman fans, which to
him meant they weren’t as into the
seemingly more “cerebral” approach that
we’d used for the sea king), Dick was
very much into yanking out anything of
any depth I’d do and replacing it with a
fight scene!
You’ve also got the fact that Dick
You have to agree that it is quite unclear as to why Aqualad is visiting
was an artist first, an editor second.
Sharon
Tracy and Donna Troy, and it never is explained whether or not
Not at all a bad thing for a comic book
Sharon knew that Donna Troy was Wonder Girl or if she knew of Aqualad
editor to be – except when having a panel
(whom she has clearly not met before)!
look better (and the over-all story move
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his first-ever issue, and, upon reading it and
becoming completely confused, vowing never
again to purchase a copy of such an obviously
inaccessible (to anyone outside of a certain
small select clique of hardcore weirdoes)
comic book!
This hardly being a proper
manner in which to increase a certain comic’s
readership, I am indeed surprised that Dick
(of all people) would shoot himself (as well as
Nick and me) in the foot like this! Aquaman
was about to be cancelled; did Dick feel that
that fate would somehow be appropriate for
the Teen Titans as well?
There yuh go – see what silliness my anger
over this issue can drag me into, further
evidence that avoidance can sometimes be the
proper avenue to turn off onto! I mean, not
only is what I just said over the top and
completely out of bounds when
it comes to any sort of fairness
doctrine; I was also directly
above (for but that particular
moment, I assure you!) playing
fast and loose with the facts,
especially considering that back
when Teen Titans #28 got
published, the Aquaman book
still had the better part of a
year to go, and (believe you me)
none of us had even an inkling
back then that four issues
hence that tome would be
cancelled. Furthermore – hey,
c’mon now, it takes more than
one foolishly fannish issue to
kill a comic book!
But then again, perhaps I’m not talking
here merely about Teen Titans #28, seeing
as (believe it or not!) issue #29, supposedly
an apt continuation of the story I’ve
herewithin been complaining about, turned out
even more egregious (in approximately
twenty-seven varied stomach-churning ways)
than
its
already
utterly
bothersome
predecessor! I kid you not! But more about
that in our next enticing installment!

I’m hardly talking about someone like
Clark Kent, Bruce Wayne, Peter Parker, or
Diana Prince, someone a vast majority of the
general public easily recognizes as that
particular shy and whacko skitzo who
possesses another identity! I mean, who out
there in the real world (and I do mean those
who are not totally obsessed with funny
books) knows that Donna Troy is Wonder
Girl? Oh sure, a few readers (of the farfrom-fannish ilk) might have finally been able
to figure out just what was going on here, but
no one should have to puzzle anything like
that out.
Such as that becomes but a
distraction from the essence of the story
itself -- in short, as I just now indicated,
making for the whole thing being way too
confusing!
On a purely personal
level, I was proud of my story
here and was originally hoping
to show the finished product
to a number of friends and
relatives, none of whom are
hardcore comic book fans!
However, though I loved what
Nick had done to my story –
the double-page spread on
pages 2 and 3, the film noirlike
play
with
shadows
throughout, the wildly weird
depiction of Lilith’s “Mind
Excursion” on pages 15, 16,
and 17 – once I read over
what
I had
supposedly
written I no longer wanted to
show it to anyone!
But of course this rises far above my
mere personal concerns, reaching a level of
instructive construction upon which I can
easily imagine a new potentially regular
reader, spurred on perhaps by the fact that
the Titans’ book was now being produced by
three out of the four people responsible for
the newly (if I do say so myself) upgraded
Aquaman series, picking up Teen Titans #28,
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TEEN TITANS #29
Oct 1970

―
Captives‖

story – Steve Skeates
pencils and inks – Nick Cardy

Changing their minds, the Teen Titans don
their costumes and set out to find Aqualad and
the Ocean Master. Splitting up, Kid Flash,
Speedy and Wonder Girl rescue Aqualad while
Hawk and Dove stake out Donna and Sharon‘s
apartment. Hawk and Dove find Ocean Master
first, only to be taken prisoner. Overhearing the
aliens‘ plan to use Ocean Master to help them
conquer Earth, Hawk and Dove escape and try to
stop the aliens and Ocean Master all by
themselves. Fortunately, the rest of the Titans
track Ocean Master‘s henchmen and come to the
Hall brothers‘ rescue.

Defeated, the aliens leave Earth for good
this time.
Aqualad also leaves, choosing to not rejoin
the team, as the rest of the Titans plan to
continue their pacifist training with Mr. Jupiter.
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CONFRONTATIONS
AND REALIZATIONS
OH MY!
#29
Perfect timing, or so I thought! That is to say,
beyond (back in 1969) being overjoyed vis-à-vis the
rather huge assignment I had just received, I was
particularly pleased to be invited to climb aboard
the Teen Titans saga, to be assigned to assume
the position of that series’ regular writer, at the
precise moment when my particular (perhaps even
peculiar) “take” on writing comics fit what had
already been set into motion as snugly as any
blouse that strains to contain the female lead’s
top-flight top-floor assets in one or another
Mickey Spillane novel. Yea verily, Giordano and
Kanigher had set the ball to rolling in a highly
exciting and definitely controversial manner,
setting the stage for the necessity of some
certain yet-to-be-named character (once again
someone assuming a position) taking up the cause
loudly espoused by those readers who vehemently
objected to the vow the Titans had taken. It had
to be someone who knew something about the
Titans, and thus the choice became quite obvious,
seeing as there was one actual member of the
Titans who at the time in question had been
occupied elsewhere, missing out on all the action
surrounding that hot potato that they called a vow;
furthermore, this was a character I was quite used
to writing for! Of course, I’m speaking of the star
of that enigmatic tale of mine entitled To Win is to
Lose, none other than Aqualad!
And, along with Aquaman’s erstwhile typically
youthful sidekick came Ocean Master -- plus a
whole bunch of various space aliens to boot! After
all, back when I had inherited the sea king, I also
received (as part of the package) a number of longstanding villains, two of whom I tended to use on a
regular basis – Ocean Master and Black Manta!
The thing was, creating a new villain could often be

a pain as well as a distraction from constructing
any sort of a nifty and interestingly complicated
plot; furthermore, readers often seemed to
actually prefer the return of an old villain to the
sudden introduction of some new half-baked
baddie! Thus, if the employment of an old nemesis
had worked so well within the Aquaman book, why
not extend the practice unto the Teen Titans as
well? In fact, why not use an actual Aquaman
villain plus a back-story I was already familiar with
rather than forcing myself to rummage through
the company library in order to come up with
something from the Titans’ own past?
And,
basically, if yuh ask me, this whole series of ideas
(cop-outs though a few of them may have been)
worked quite well too! Oh sure, in my previous
essay I did (to say the least) rather belabor all
that went wrong with issue #28. I can hardly
deny, however (not that I’d ever really want to),
that there were quite a few long-time Titans
readers who definitely appreciated what I had
done with that issue – the surprises, all the nifty
interaction, and even the manner in which the
solution to one mystery led directly into an even
more puzzling quandary -- just check out the
letters column in issue #30, and you’ll see what I
mean! I just wish that that particular issue had
been a bit more casual-reader-friendly! That’s all!
But now, moving right along and into the 29th –
above and beyond having already quite nicely set
the scene for the sudden appearance within this
two-part mystery yarn of Aquaman’s young chum,
Bob and Dick had also somehow conveniently placed
within the hidden Titan lair two other characters
(technically mere momentary visitors) whom I had
also handled previously; in fact, these were even
characters I had helped create – the Hawk and the
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Dove! Thus, I wasted no time in centering the
second half of this thing called Blindspot around
and about the silly antics of these forever-arguing
politically super-charged brothers!
I freely admit that I may very well have gone
overboard with my concentration upon Hank and
Don, making this issue come off more like a Hawk
and Dove comic featuring a guest appearance by
the Teen Titans rather than the other way around,
yet when I submitted my plot outline for this baby,
Dick seemed both impressed and pleased and
immediately gave me his approval. And, after all,
the two of us had been involved in other comics in
which supposedly the “wrong” character became
the star, the obvious examples being the
aforementioned issues #43 and 46 of Aquaman.
In any event, the specifics this time around
consisted of three initial pages devoted to the
Titans, showing them rescuing Aqualad from the
death-trap he was placed within in the previous
issue and even allowing them to mention (to the
puzzled-by-their-absence Aqualad) that the Hawk
and Dove have left town, have headed back to their
home in Elmond; however, as we adroitly switched
our scene upon the bottom of page three, we
learned that Hank and Don haven’t headed home at
all, a fib on the part of the Hawk who (in typically
obnoxious, ego-maniacal, and glory-seeking fashion)
has decided (without even consulting the Dove)
that the two of them are gonna solve this case all
by themselves. Thus, the two brothers proceed to
Sharon and Donna’s apartment, where they meet up
with a couple of Ocean Master’s underlings. A
fight ensues in which the Dove, despite never
actually throwing a single punch, somehow proves
that he is able to hold his own. Ultimately,
however, the two are rendered unconscious and
carried off by the baddies.
Finally, the Hawk comes back
around, only to find his brother
and himself tied up in Ocean
Master’s underwater hide-out,
whereupon the Dove (who’s been
awake for some time) informs
his brother as to what’s really
been going on around here,
leading to the two of them
trying to make their escape.
That took us up to page twelve
whereupon we suddenly switched
scenes again and rejoined the

Titans themselves who (listening to a transmission
they’re picking up on the radio in their lair, coming
their way courtesy of a bug that Aqualad
succeeded in planting upon one of Orm’s henchmen)
are surprised to discover that the Hawk and the
Dove are still essentially in town and that the two
have been taken captive and are right now
attempting to escape!
That page - twelve momentary looks-in upon those after whom this
comic was named, set the
scene in fact for all six of the
Titans showing up in time for
the big fat battle royal upon
pages nineteen and twenty!
Furthermore, on pages twentyone and twenty-two (once all
our heroes – and at this point
there are all of eight of them - have emerged victorious) our
spotlight ceased to shine
anymore upon the Hawk and
Dove; we instead more properly
reverted to concentrating upon
the Titans themselves, as the
vow they have taken is now
once again rather intensely
discussed.
Hey, I quite liked this plot, saw it as containing
all sorts of admirable twists and turns, and
subsequently was more than a touch pleased with
and proud of the scripting job I performed,
fleshing out all that the detailed-above outline had
to offer, my expectations (furthermore) for this
turning out (once the art part was added) to be a
truly nifty comic book flying way up there beyond
the mere stratosphere due (in large part) to the
fact that the 28th had yet to be published, and
therefore I had yet to learn what
had been done editorially to the
first half of this story, and that
particular ignorance (in turn)
helped prevent me from possessing
any “undue” wariness as to
whatever untoward butchery this
second half might (not unlike its
predecessor) be subjected to.
Meanwhile, upon reading my
finished script, Dick (who had
been quite enthusiastic when he
had approved my plot) suddenly
somehow had a change of heart
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are still alive! Then again, though, for my money,
the Titans do seem to be handling this surprise a
little too matter-of-factly. I mean, were they sad
when they thought the Hawk and the Dove were
dead? And, if so, why weren’t we shown this?
Seems like it would have made for an interesting,
moving, and perhaps even significant piece of
drama! And, why aren’t our titular heroes now
overjoyed and jubilant to find out that those two
kids are actually still (oh my gosh!!) properly
breathing? Why are the Titans being so damn calm
about all of this?
But, I suppose that the main thing here
(perhaps even the explanation we’ve been searching
for, the reason behind the Titans’ seemingly blasé
attitude concerning the fact that these two
momentary comrades of theirs are still very much
amongst the living) is that the Hawk and the Dove
are even now in trouble, and that the Titans have
got to go help them! But, where do they go? If
only one of them – yes, just one of them -- could
remember the number of that pier they went to
earlier! Oh well, there’s always triangulation! And
thus the Titans do finally show up in time to save
the day in one of the stupidest stories I’ve ever
supposedly written! And so it goes!

and decided that what this story really needed was
another fight scene featuring the Titans. He
figured, however, that this was nothing he need
bother me about, that (instead) this was but a bit
of surgery that he could easily perform himself –
all he’d have to do is take out that silly scene in
which the Dove holds his own in that battle against
Ocean Master’s underlings (which Dick saw as
being out of character for the Dove anyway) and
have this peace-loving kid act instead in a manner
more consistent with the way Dick perceived
anyone who happens not to believe in violence (i.e.:
as a wimp) by running away and going to get the
Titans so that they can do his fighting for him!
Thus, even before one or the other of Ocean
Master’s lackeys can land a single punch to the
face or the torso of the Dove (and even prior to
the Hawk getting knocked unconscious), the
peacenik of the duo has already decided that this
is a lost cause and thus he’s out the window, out
onto the fire escape, making his getaway! Then, as
the Hawk is rendered unconscious, the Dove just
happens to overhear one of the baddies say “We’ll
take him with us to Pier 51 for our rendezvous with
Ocean Master!” WHAT?? Why would this thug
identify the pier by number? Okay, so maybe they
never got around to coming up with a code word for
Pier 51, like “the Shoebox” or something, but
couldn’t he have simply said “the pier”? Or, do all
these thugs and aliens who are under the thrall of
Ocean Master and Mofo (the alien major general)
have something or other going on at all the piers
down in Piers Land and thus this dude simply had to
give the number of the specific pier he’s talking
about?
And (even sillier) why mention Ocean
Master at all?

Of course, the Dove going to get the Titans
(so that then the latter can do battle with these
criminals who have been carrying around all over
the place the still unconscious Hawk) does rather
negate my scene on page twelve wherein the
aforementioned Titans are suddenly surprised to
discover that the Hawk and the Dove are still in
town! However, Dick fixed that up by having them
instead be surprised that the Hawk and the Dove
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TEEN TITANS #30
Oct 1970

―
Some Call It Noise‖
story – Steve Skeates
pencils - Carmine Infantino
inks – Nick Cardy

Aqualad and Aquagirl attend a rock concert
at a small coastal town. Meanwhile, in a nearby
hospital, a man is driven into a maddened frenzy
due to an injection of an experimental hormone.
Escaping the hospital, the berserk patient attacks
the peaceful concert attendees. Aqualad subdues
the man, but not before he struck Aquagirl in the
head. Dazed, Tula mistakenly wanders further
inland. After a desperate search, Aqualad
manages to find her and carries her back to the
beach, collapsing from dehydration just short of
the life-giving waters of
the sea.
Fortunately, the tide
comes in and revives
them before they perish
from lack of
water.
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PAINT THE POINT
BLANK!
(THIRTY QUESTIONS,
PATIENTLY ASKED)

#30

certainly at its worst more or less of an
aberration back there in the late sixties and
early seventies, yet soon to somehow
transmogrify into the mainstay of the
mainstream, as well as these days apparently
all that this industry knows how to produce.
On the flip side, however, there was
diversity, variety, or, to be more specific, this
particular comic kicked off with a thirteenpage Teen Titans tale with the team pared
down to its essential five-character core (Kid
Flash, Speedy, Lilith, Mal, and Wonder Girl), a
considerably more manageable throng than
that which had cavorted all over the place
within the previous two issues’ nine-hero
extravaganza; as for those who are missing
(within scenes never shown, most of this
taking place between issues 29 and 30, some

What is it with this mere nine-page
Aqualad tale that somehow wormed its way
into the thirtieth issue of that comic named
after the group this kid was sometimes an
active member of (though actually he didn’t
really show up at the proper time to join all
those other various erstwhile juvenile
sidekicks or whatever in one adventure or
another all that often!)? Definitely my own
personal favorite of all the Teen Titans comic
books I had had a hand in the construction of,
this issue quite admirably (if I do say so
myself) also marked the editing, illustrating,
and writing team’s rather abrupt (and I
daresay unexpected) plunge into the short
and the succinct (almost a nineteen-forties’
type of deal) – all of us at last getting down
to doing this comic in the manner I felt it
should have been ensconced within from the
get-go.
In other words, if you can even call three
a multitude, that’s exactly story-wise what I
was shooting for here – an abundance of
adventures (one’s money’s worth, as that guy
down the street might say) rather than but
(to perhaps a bit too emphatically belabor
what this Teen Titans issue was not!) a single
too-often - too - obviously - strung - out nearly -to-the-breaking-point (and padded
beyond even what should happen to the walls
of the room wherein lives anyone who actually
likes this sort of fluff) one-note overblown
book-long (or even longer) pseudo-story,
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of it even earlier, yet all of it blatantly
understood) Robin having headed back to hit
the books at Hudson U., Aqualad swimming
with anticipatory abandon straight on and into
the comfortable familiarity of that wondrous
undersea kingdom known as Atlantis, and The
Hawk and The Dove aboard a bus, for reasons
all their own also eager to get on home -- the
remaining team back to doing (in their own
inimitable fashion) the bidding of their
mentor, the mysterious Mr. Jupiter, with
Wonder Girl, Kid Flash, and Speedy never
once within this particular adventure donning
their distinctive superhero suits, and (if
you’re looking for character development) the
major conflict personality-wise arising out of
Speedy’s grumpy and enigmatic refusal to put
any stock at all in Lilith’s mystical “hunches.”
Then, a two-page Kid Flash text feature,
something that could have easily been
expanded into a five- or six-page comics
story, yet I was in no way into any such
exploitive expansionism; far more interested
was I in the particular tone this tale wrapped
itself within via being essentially nothing but
words, all of those over-the-top rhythms of a
pulpy prose piece, with its illustrations, nice
stuff by Rich Buckler, coming off more like
afterthoughts than anything integral to the
story itself.
And, finally, an Aqualad stanza – my overall plan here being to initiate alternating
back-up stories (featuring characters already
fresh in readers’ minds thanks to issues 28
and 29), Aqualad in this issue, The Hawk and
The Dove in the next, and so on and so forth.
Yet, to reiterate the inquiry I posited at
the very top of this particular dissertation –
what is it with this Aqualad tale anyway?
Why was it (Some Call it Noise!) chosen over
the thirteen-page Greed Kills (or perhaps
even that strange tidbit entitled Whirlwind!)
to be cover-featured? Furthermore, why a
mere five and a half years later was it
reprinted, seemingly holding its own within a
book also graced by the presence of a 22-

page Haney/Cardy Aquaman epic featuring
both Black Manta and Ocean Master as its
villains? Is it really that good, that much of a
truly worthy yarn?
One of those fairly frequent low-keyed
tales of mine with nary a villain in sight
(unless of course you want to count Jake, that
hot-blooded loser who doesn’t want his friend
to tell Aqualad where Aquagirl went, thinking
that this would make for one less pretty chick
for him to – yeah, right – pick up on), the
madman who causes all the trouble having but
a big-time bad reaction to the drug that just
saved his life, Aquagirl merely accidentally hit
in the head, yet it’s enough to make her
wander inland while thinking she’s headed
back to the sea; Aqualad finds her and
struggles to get both her and himself back to
the ocean before their time is up, but he
doesn’t quite make it, passes out, falling
short, “and, at last, it is the sea itself that
saves them, as a large wave breaks over the
beach…splashing life-giving, reviving sea
water into the faces of the two Atlanteans…”!
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the rest of his life” with “’til the end of his
days” quite nicely solves the whole problem.
However, in doing this minor surgery the
editor in question somehow took out both of
those repetitive prepositions I’d employed,
thus replacing one awkward sentence with an
equally awkward as well as confusing and
either seemingly incomplete or utterly run-on
(depending upon what particular angle you
approach it from) group of words! Oh well…

All in all, no big deal – a simple, pointblank straightforward highly-active looselystrung series of cause and effect (with a
touch of realism rarely found in comics
provided by such minor characters as Jake
and
that
puzzled
and
ultimately
misinterpreting older couple), no hanging in
the balance, no potentially Earth-shattering
impending disaster, no highly convoluted
mystery such as that which informed the
first story in the book, no one-on-one
confrontation with a super-villain as forms
the center of the Kid Flash piece, yet perhaps
I did push what was here just enough to make
this rather the very essence of a feel-good
story, something that touched someone just
enough to (perhaps) explain both that
aforementioned front-cover ballyhoo and the
early-on reprinting of this veritable wisp of a
saga with its myriad of happy endings and
featuring even the sea itself acting in a
heroic fashion! Yet, before I flat-out break
my arm via trying so vigorously to pat myself
on the back, perhaps it’s time now to move on
to other analytical considerations of other
stories found within other books!
One final footnote, however, something
that is quite likely of interest only to my own
self – the manner in which the dialogue in the
second panel on page nine of the Aqualad
vignette in question was “improved” in order
to enhance and even enrich the reprint
version. Originally (i.e.: in the first version),
Aqualad was saying, “I saved a man from doing
something he would have hated himself for
for the rest of his life!”
There – the
grammar-checking function of my computer
just informed me in no uncertain terms that I
“accidentally” typed the word “for” twice, and
I figure twenty-two years ago some editor (or
assistant editor or whomever) also decided
that the way I put this was unnecessarily
repetitive. Though I still contend that this is
indeed the way most people talk, I will admit
that this probably sounds better than it
reads. Furthermore, I do think replacing “for

Left:
The panel in question
as it was printed in
Teen Titans #30.

Right:
The same panel as it
was reprinted in
DC Superstars #7
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TEEN TITANS #36
Dec 1971

―
The Girl of the Shadows‖

story - Steve Skeates
pencils, inks, and lettering - Jim Aparo

Evidently, Tula and Aqualad did split up
after Aquaman's series was cancelled, as this
story shows Aqualad seeking out a girl he met at
a dance (although he convinces himself that it
looked like she was in trouble).
After finding this mystery girl, she tells him
that she sought him out because there are things
they must discuss. However, before she can
explain, a large man named Lelant arrives and,
calling her "Little Queen," tries to take her with
him. Aqualad intervenes and forces Lelant to
retreat. The girl attempts to get Aqualad to
accompany he "beyond the wall." While he
explains that he cannot go anywhere far from the
sea, she disappears into the shadows. Aqualad
heads for home with the strong feeling that he
will meet her again someday soon.
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ANOTHER CASE OF
MISPLACED FILLER
AND BY-PRODUCT!
#36
been produced while harboring no
intention whatsoever to ever finish off
the story – why he had ever decided to go
that route I haven’t the slightest inkling!
Actually, had it been used as
originally intended, this baby may not
have been a half-bad deal – it does, after
all, contain a nifty fight scene (although
the dialogue is admittedly a tad
lackluster, and by that I mean downright
hackneyed what with lines like “Why, you
--!” and “Oh no you don’t!”), a tale wherein
Aqualad actually demonstrates a fair
amount
of
personality
via
hotheadedness, frustration, confusion, and
even stupidity (telling the girl about his
air-breathing limitations – what a dumb
move!!), and this baby even sports a
couple of thought-provoking captions as
well – surely all of which is enough to
sustain a three-page intro!
But, as the self-contained unit it
ultimately got used as, it reaches beyond
being merely unsatisfying, asking far
more questions than it answers, with it
becoming obvious after a while (and
especially after all these years) that
those missing answers are simply never
gonna make any sort of an appearance
anywhere!
Bah! Humbug to the max!

Recently dubbed by The Comics
Buyer’s Guide as the worst Teen Titans
story that ever existed (and considering
some of the other Titan tales, even a
couple that I wrote, that’s really going
some!), this obviously actually wasn’t
meant to appear in that book at all.
Whatever possessed Murray Boltinoff
(who apparently had inherited Dick’s
inventory) to dust off this chestnut and
publish it some eight months after it had
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is bold, brash, and every inch the bragging
hero. He embraces adventure and enjoys a
life of danger. Quite different from the
sulking angry king we usually see.
Unfamiliar
with
comic
books,
DiMaggio (who played Dungeons and
Dragons and arcade video games instead)
had no preconceived notions of how
Aquaman should act, and was able to create
an entirely new and fresh approach to the
character.
Thanks to DiMaggio's imaginative and
enjoyable characterization of Aquaman, the
hero has become a recurring character on
Batman: The Brave and the Bold, and looks
to remain a regular feature for the duration
of the series.

Who would be so bold and daring as to
assume he could speak for the King of
Atlantis and the Seven Seas? Why, none
other than John DiMaggio, stand-up
comedian and voice actor, that's who.

Voice actor John DiMaggio

Born September 4, 1968 in North
Plainfield, New Jersey, DiMaggio is
probably best known for providing the voice
for the robot Bender on the animated
television series Futurama. However, he
has shown his face on occasion and is most
likely best recognized as the recurring
character Dr. Sean Underhill on Chicago
Hope.
A graduate of Rutgers University,
DiMaggio has performed voice roles in a
large number of animated features, including
Futurama, Kim Possible, and Rico the
Penguin in Penguins of Madagascar as well
as doing voices for various video games.
Recently, he added Aquaman of
Batman: The Brave and the Bold to his
resume. Beware, this Aquaman is unlike
any you've ever seen (or heard) before. He
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by Rob Kelly
Originally presented on the Aquaman Shrine on
Monday, November 30, 2009

personality to a Greek god ala Hercules, or
Vultan from the Flash Gordon movie.

Today we have a very special interview with
Brave and the Bold Producer James Tucker!

TAS: I was going to say, Aquaman does remind me

As anyone who regularly visits the Shrine
knows, I am a big fan of the Brave and the Bold
show, and am particularly happy over their unique
take on Aquaman. I am thrilled to see an engaging,
fun take on the character, and Aquaman has quickly
become one of the biggest stars of the show.

JT: I immediately thought of Aquaman as a less
obnoxious version of Miles Gloriosus, from A
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the
Forum musical. We wanted to play up the
kingly aspect of who he was, but not make him
the angry King Arthur under the sea type we had
portrayed him as in Justice League. I balked at
first but once I started developing a visual for
him, it just started clicking in my head. The final
piece of the puzzle was casting John DiMaggio
as Aquaman. Once I heard the voice, I knew we
had something special. I based his design on
Steve Reeves, the actor who played Hercules in
the old movies. There was something about his
big pompadour haircut that suggested ocean
waves to me. Although one could say that all
those characters share similar influences. We just
added the super hero angle on top of all that and
we got our take on Aquaman.

a lot of Prince Vultan.

James was very generous with his time,
answering my questions just before the Thanksgiving
holiday when I'm sure he was very busy:
The Aquaman Shrine: One of the things I like the
most about the Brave and the Bold Aquaman

is how much of a contrast he is to Batman. In
the comics Batman and Aquaman are very
similar--they're both serious, serious guys, but
on the show they couldn't be more different.
At what point in the development of the show
did you decide to portray Aquaman as the
lighthearted "seeker of adventure" type?

James Tucker: Our take on Aquaman came about
very early in Batman: The Brave and The
Bold's development. It was Sam Register's (the
development executive in charge of the show at
the time and now the president of Warner Bros.
Animation) idea to push Aquaman in a different
direction. We were trying to come up with a
different way to view him that hadn't been done,
but was still true to the character in general. He
mentioned perhaps giving Aquaman a similar
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From left to right: Prince Vultan from Flash Gordon;
Miles Gloriosus from A Funny Thing Happened on the Way
to the Forum; and Steve Reeves as Hercules.

TAS: You mentioned Mattel and the B&B toy line.

TAS: Do you have a certain number of episodes you

want each of the recurring guest-stars
(Aquaman, Blue Beetle, Green Arrow, etc.) to
appear in, or is it just a matter of how each
episode's story develops?

I've said many times on the Shrine that I
think B&B will end up doing more for
Aquaman's popularity than it will for Batman
(how much more popular can Batman get, after
all?). I think a large part of that is because
Aquaman is so prevalent in the B&B Mattel toy
line. Kids see Aquaman on the show, and then
there he is on toy shelves!
Does Mattel give you specific comments as
to what characters they like, in terms of
becoming toys? Do you find yourself digging
out an obscure DC character and then Mattel
goes "Wow, we can do something with that!" (I
imagine this conversation went on over B'Wana
Beast!)

JT: We (my co-producer, Michael Jelenic, and
assistant story editor, Todd Casey, and myself)
get together in a room and decide who's going to
appear and how often then we write it all out on
a big white pad and post it on the wall. We have
a hierarchy of characters that we select based on
our enjoyment of the character and sometimes on
requests from Mattel, who produces the toy line
for the show. Some are re-occurring like Blue
Beetle and Aquaman. For the second season we
knew we wanted more of Aquaman but to also
bring in others who weren't highlighted first
season. Aquaman is one of those characters
we've all fallen in love with and so we
sometimes stick him in a story just because we
like him so much. He'll have his own spotlight
show early in second season where we see more
of his family.

JT: The answer to that question is "both". We give
Mattel our list of preferred characters who will
be featured more than once. There's some give
and take between us and them, for instance, if
they have a toy promotion designed around
Plastic Man, then we will try to make sure he's
well represented over the course of the season.

TAS: You're reading my mind! I was going to ask if

we were ever going to see Aqualad, since he's
been mentioned on the show, but never seen.
Also, We haven't seen Mera or Ocean Master
since Aquaman's debut. Any plans for them to
return?

JT: Yes, Mera and another family member of
Aquaman's will appear early in season 2. It's a
totally off the wall episode, but I think it shows
us a side of Aquaman we haven't seen on the
show and be a favorite of longtime Aquaman
fans.
TAS: Personally, I'd love to see a Batman/Mera
episode. That's not a question, just a request!

JT: Well, you kind of will get your wish, I think.
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Usually that means at least a teaser and then an
episode devoted to him. Blue Beetle was treated
that way and so will the Metal Men in the second
season. Other than those concessions, the toy
company really gives us free reign to do our
shows as we see fit. Using the more obscure
characters comes from us but then the Brave and
the Bold mini line takes advantage of that aspect
of the show and runs with it.

some excitement but still be consistent with what
he is as a character.
As with all the characters on our show, I
wanted people to find him humorous but in an
accessible way. Not by making fun of him, but
by actually playing up all the things people have
come to mock him over, i.e., talking to fish, etc. I
hedged my bets by giving him Mera's hard water
power, which I always thought was very cool.
The idea is that, yes, to some his powers are
silly, but he doesn't think so. He's an optimist, he
likes people, he loves being who he is: a king
and a hero. I think that personality is consistent
with who he has been portrayed as in the past,
but also gives people who had dismissed him as
the butt of jokes a new angle into his character.
Whether his powers are silly or not (I don't think
they are), he's a likable character that the
audience can enjoy.
TAS: How much Aquaman back story did you give
John DiMaggio before he took on the role?

JT: Andrea Romano, our legendary voice director,
described what we had in mind for the character
to John. I may have also told John to channel
Milos Gloriosus too. John, being well versed in
musical theater, knew exactly how to do it from
then on and had us on the floor laughing with
each line reading.
The thing I love about what John does with
Aquaman is he's able to get us to laugh at
Aquaman's antics but not laugh at him. That's
very hard to achieve with a character and, if we
had cast that part badly, Aquaman wouldn't have
grown into the lovable character he has on the
show. He's a character all the writers who work

Bill, the guy in charge of that line, loves the
show and he's a huge DC fan too, so he knows
all the obscure characters we put in the show and
makes sure he fits them into the mini line. Since
the minis are a lower price point, the toy
company can put more of the B and C-listers in
that line and not lose money. You may not see a
Detective Chimp in the main B&B line, but
you'll probably see it in the mini line.
TAS: Aquaman has appeared in a number of Brave
and the Bold episodes, almost more than any
other guest star. Did the show want to make a
conscious effort build up Aquaman's rep a bit?

JT: We wanted to fight against the perception that
Aquaman was a silly character people use as the
butt of jokes, but I also didn't want to retread him
as the angry king, especially since we took that
angle with him for the Justice League series. I
always liked him as a character but, in the past,
he's not been given much of a personality, at
least, much of a pleasant personality, IMHO. So
the trick was finding a unique personality for
him that would pop against Batman's and create
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on the show want to write because he is a breath
of fresh air from the constipated heroes that
currently seem in vogue.

JT: My first exposure to Aquaman was most likely
the Filmation series and then the Superfriends
after that. I didn't get to read the comics until he
was being featured in Adventure Comics drawn
by Jim Aparo. I'm pretty sure the first issue I
read was the one where Aquababy is killed! I
remember that issue making a big impression on
me.
I have always liked his visual and think he's
right up there with Batman, Superman and
Wonder Woman as an iconic superhero.
Everyone knows Aquaman on sight whether
they've read his comic books or not.

TAS: Does each member of the staff have any

particular favorite obscure DC character (or
characters) that they each want to work into
the show?

JT: Oh sure. Ben Jones, one of our three directors,
loves Red Tornado. Unfortunately, he never got
to direct a Red Tornado focused episode in the
first season, and Reddy doesn't appear as much
in second season.
Michael Chang, another director, likes Dr.
Fate a lot and he got to direct the season one
finale, "Fate of Equinox" episode that featured
Dr. Fate. Our newest director, Michael Goguen,
loves Captain Marvel and directed "Death Race
to Oblivion" which featured the debut of Captain
Marvel in the teaser.
The great thing about working on this show
is that a lot of the people on the crew are fans,
and because the show itself is good-natured, I
think people enjoy the vibe of working on it.
Even this type of show takes a lot of work
because of all the brand new characters and
locations we go to each episode.

Speaking for this Aquaman fan, James'
answers were one good piece of news after
another!
As all of us know, Aquaman doesn't get a whole
lot of respect from DC Comics itself, so it's a
huge relief to hear he has so many fans in the
upper echelons of Warner Bros. animation and
merchandising arms. And, thanks to a fundamental
belief in the strength of the character, we now
have Aquaman regularly appearing on a nationwide
hit TV show, and appearing all over toy shelves.
I thank James so much for his time talking to
the Shrine, and for all his great work. I didn't
think this was possible, but I'm looking forward to
future episodes of Brave and the Bold even more
than I was before!

TAS: You've mentioned in interviews before you're
a fan of Aquaman. Were there any particular
Aquaman comics you read growing up that you
really loved?
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This edition of Into the Atom Age examines the
Aquaman segments featured in Adventure Comics #117
and #119-123. You might ask, why skip Adventure
Comics #118? Because there was no Aquaman strip in
that issue. I would speculate that the reason had to do
with the transition from long-time artist Louis Cazeneuve
to new-comer John Daly. Adventure #117's "The Flying
Dutchman" was clearly drawn by Cazeneuve, but "The
Floating Observatory" in #119, while credited to
Cazeneuve, does not look like his style of drawing.
Neither does it look like John Daly's.
I believe what probably happened was that Cazeneuve
was hired by Time Magazine around this time, and had
an assistant finish the art on "The Floating Observatory."
Meanwhile, DC was looking for an artist to take over the
strip, resulting in the lack of an Aquaman story being
ready for Adventure Comics #118.
This is all speculation of course. We may never know
the true sequence of events.
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Adventure Comics #117
(June 1947)
“The Flying Dutchman”
script by Don Cameron
art by Louis Cazeneuve
When the sea lanes become dangerous due
to the appearance of the ghost pirate ship, the
Flying Dutchman, Aquaman must come to the
rescue.
It isn't long before Aquaman is summoned
to help his old friend Captain Dan, who has been
looted by the Flying Dutchman. Captain Dan
said that the ship just mysteriously appeared and
all aboard were overcome with a sudden
weakness and fainted.
Upon awakening,
Captain Dan found that all the ship's valuables
were gone, as well as one passenger, yachtsman
Rex Collier.
Further investigation
uncovers a case of "black
eggs"
among
Collier's
possessions. Knowing that
Collier dabbled in chemistry,
Aquaman has a hunch that
he knows the truth behind
the mystery. Diving into the
sea, he swims to the
Sargasso Sea where he finds
a submarine rigged to look
like the Flying Dutchman.
Aquaman fouls the sub's propellers with
seaweed, forcing the crew to abandon ship and
take refuge on a derelict ship stranded in the
Sargasso. Seagulls fly overhead and drop the
"black eggs" from Collier's cabin. Upon impact,
the "eggs" crack open, releasing an odorless,
colorless gas that sends the pirate crew off into
dreamland.
Only one main remains conscious - the
pirate leader who is wearing a gas mask.
Aquaman brings him down with a single punch.
Removing the mask, Aquaman and Captain Dan
discover that the pirate Captain is none other
than Rex Collier.
With the pirates captured and the stolen
property recovered, Aquaman says farewell to
Captain Dan and heads for home.
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Adventure Comics #119
(August 1947)

“The Floating Observatory”
script by Don Cameron
art by Louis Cazeneuve
When Professor Hogart finances a ship
equipped with a powerful telescope, he expects
to use it to explore the heavens while roaming
the seas. However, pirate Joe Saturn seizes the
vessel for his own purposes.

The pirates launch Aquaman into the sky,
but when the rocket hits the ocean, a giant squid
comes to the hero's rescue. Returning to the
floating observatory, Aquaman turns the
telescope into a weapon, using its lenses to focus
sunlight into a fiery beam of heat. The pirates
surrender, and Professor Hogart offers to name
the next star he discovers after Aquaman.

After several ships are sunk by "shooting
stars," Aquaman tries to discover the nature of
these missiles from space. He decides to go to
the floating observatory to use its telescope to
search for "shooting stars" only to discover Joe
Saturn and his crew of brigands. A struggle
ensues in hich Aquaman is knocked out and tied
to one of Saturn's missiles, which has been built
to look like a "shooting star.

Is it just me, or does
this story sound similar
to the plot of Adventure
Comics #442 ?
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Adventure Comics #120
(September 1947)

“Aquaman Goes to College”
script by Joe Samachson
art by Louis Cazeneuve

After getting sick from toxins from a strange
kind of fish he'd never seen before, Aquaman
decides that he needs to go to school to learn
more about the ocean and those that inhabit it.
Thus, he enrolls in Weston College under the
name Mr. Waterman in order to study under
Professor Hatcher, the nation's leading
ichthyologist.
Naturally, trouble follows Aquaman to the
school when Mr. Reed, a wealthy Weston
alumnus, threatens to cut off vital funding if
Weston doesn't come up with a champion
athletic team. Mr. Waterman proceeds to join
the swim team and leads them to victory!
However, fate intervened as during the swim
meet, Mr. Reed's yacht, Rosebud, springs a leak
and begins to sink rapidly. Reed and crew try to
escape in a lifeboat, but are swamped in the
rough seas. Fortunately, an eel managed to
work its way through the pipes and emerges in
the pool to summon Aquaman. Aquaman
rescues Reed, who promises to continue funding
the college and also donates a million dollars to
charity.
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Adventure Comics #121
(October 1947)

“Shades of John Paul Jones”
script by George Kashdan
art by John Daly
After getting caught in a maelstrom,
Aquaman is pulled by the whirlpool to the
ocean's bottom where he finds the remains of the
BON HOMME RICHARD, John Paul Jones ship
that sank nearly 170 years earlier after defeating
the British frigate the HMS SERAPIS during the
American Revolutionary War. Mysteriously, the
ship rose to the surface, as good as new and fully
manned by Jones and his crew! Fascinated,
Aquaman watches the battle between Jones and
the crew of the SERAPIS, and admires Jones'
strategies.
However, Aquaman notices
that the BON HOMME RICHARD
had taken on too much damage and
would sink before it could secure
victory. Summoning his aquatic
allies, Aquaman directed them to
patch the holes in Jones' ship with
seaweed, which kept the ship afloat
long enough to win the battle.
Once the historic events
finished playing out, the whirlpool
reappeared to carry Aquaman back
to 1947. Did he really travel
through time, or was it a dream
induced by a dizzying ride in the
whirlpool? Does it really matter?
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Adventure Comics #122
(November 1947)

"Operation Justice”
art by John Daly
Following the test of an atomic bomb on
Bikini Atoll on July 1, 1946, a mystery
presented itself when reconnaissance photos
revealed evidence that there was a man living on
the island just before the bomb was dropped. No
one was missing among operations personnel, so
who was this man and where did he come from?
Fortunately, Aquaman knew the answer.
The unfortunate man was Mr. Dune, who
was actually a jewel thief. When Aquaman
caught him trying to steal a rich woman's jewels
aboard the S.S. Nautilus, Dune killed a crewman
as he pulled off a daring escape. However, he
was now adrift on the Pacific Ocean, where the
currents eventually carried him to a tropical
island. Dune thought he was safe, until he spied
the battleships and the bomber plane. Too late
did he realize that he was at ground zero on
Bikini Island.
Aquaman summarized by saying that fate
had played its hand that day, and brought a
murderer to justice!
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Adventure Comics #123
(December 1947)

"Villainy in Venice”
art by John Daly
One day, while relaxing inside a sunken
ship, a fish gives Aquaman a note with a
message written in lipstick. It is a cry for help
from Dina Lewis, saying that she is being held
prisoner and that her captors plan to kill her.
The note is all too real, and soon, Dina
Lewis is tossed, tightly bound, into one of the
canals in Venice, Italy. Fortunately, a nearby
patrolling dolphin races off and alerts Aquaman,
who arrives in time to save the girl.
Dina explains that she came to Venice
seeking romance, but instead found trouble
when she accidently overheard several men
planning to rob the Doges' Palace
during the Carnival of Neptune.
Having been seen, she was kidnapped
and held until the men decided that
they had to dispose of the only witness
to their plans.
Donning a mask, Aquaman has
Dina dress like a princess, and
together they infiltrate the Carnival.
They are too late to stop the robbery,
and the fleeing bandits spot Dina and
force her to go with them. As the
thieves try to escape in a gondola, octopi and
swordfish attack, and soon, Aquaman leaps into
the fray, disabling the crooks and rescuing Dina.
Dina Lewis receives a reward for helping
stop the robbery, but she has lost her heart to
Aquaman, who leaves her high and dry.
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July 20, 1932 - March 27, 2010
by John Schwirian
Dick Giordano was truly one of the
nicest guys I've ever talked to. He
was always friendly and willing to
talk about just about anything.
And there was very little in the
comic book world that he didn't
know about.
As stated earlier in this issue, I
last saw Dick at the Heroes World
Convention in Charlotte, NC. I
had spoken with him two years in
a row at this show, both times
rather extensively. I am happy that
I was able to reunite him with Steve Skeates
one last time. Dick said he always got a
kick out of ole Steve, and never failed to talk
about how funny Steve's cartoon-style
scripts were for Abbott and Costello during
their Charlton Comics days.
Dick was one of those rare persons who
could talk about a negative event and while
putting all the people involved in a positive
light. He was always professional and was
very appreciative of the fans. I can't sum up
his enthusiasm any better than he did in the
introduction he wrote for his web-site.

Dick leaves behind a massive
legacy, a legacy of all the talented
people he brought into the world
of comics, a legacy of all the
people he helped grow and mature
into stars, and a legacy of all the
battles he fought to support his
people and insure the proper level
of quality in both Charlton and
DC comics.
Born July 20, 1932, Dick
began his comic career at
Charlton, starting as an artist in
1952 and later being promoted to editor-inchief in 1965.
In April 1968, he left Charlton for an
editor position at DC (where he, along with
Steve Skeates, Jim Aparo, and Nick Cardy,
created 17 issues of Aquaman) only to leave
in 1971 due to creative differences. He then
partnered with Neal Adams in Continuity
Inc. doing advertising.
He returned to DC in 1981 as managing
editor under publisher Jenette Kahn, and
was promoted to vice-president in 1983.
After retiring from DC in 1993, he
continued to draw and ink right up until this
past year when his health prevented it.
Dick suffered from lymphoma and
leukemia. His hearing was failing and he
often needed a wheelchair in order to get
around. Recently, he was hospitalized at
Florida Hospital Oceanside in Ormond
Beach, Florida where he died on March 27,
2010 due to complications from pneumonia.
He was a great source of information
for interviews and articles, but mostly, he
was a fun guy to chat with. I will miss him
greatly and think of him often.

"Welcome to my world ...
... a world I entered enthusiastically
more years ago than I care to remember.
It has served as the means to earn my
keep as well as allowing me to leave the
real world behind and explore the realm
of my fantasies. In my world, I am always
the wide-eyed child!
My world is The World of Comics."
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